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FOR•WORD

The research reported herein was performed by North
American Aviation, Inc., Columbus, Ohio for the Hypersonic
Flight Section, Flight Branch of the Flight. Dynamics Labora-
tory, Wright Air Development Division. The work was accom-
plished under Air Force Contract No. AF 33(616)-7100,
Project No. 1366, Task No. 13967, "A Study of Aerodynamically
Oriented and Stabilized Satellites." This research was
carried out by the Engineering Research and Aerothermodynamics
Development Groups of the Columbus Division, North American
Aviation, Inc., with Dr. D. M. Schrello, Engineering Research
Group, as Project Engineer. Mr. Joseph Ondrejka, Flight
Dynamics Laboratory, was WADD Project Engineer.

The results of this study are reported in a series of
three volumes of which this is Volume I. The other reports
in this series are:

VOLUME II: "Aerodynamic Analysis," by Paul H. Davison

VOLUME III: "Mathematical Techniques and Computer
Program," by 0. C. Juelich

In this report, particular credit should be given to
Mr. 0. C. Juelich for his contributions to the analysis
described in Section 5 and to Mr. Paul H. Davison for the
treatment presented in Appendix C.
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ABSTRACT

The general equations governing the angular motion of a rigid
satellite are investigated for the case where both gravitational and
aerodynamic torques are included, and wheri the atmosphere is assumed to
be spherically symmetric but rotating. For a non-spinning, axisymmetric
satellite, these equations show the vehicle to be characterized by three
dimensionless aerodynamic parameters and one inertia parameter. A
Fourier series expansion of the coefficients of these equations is found
to yield equations of the non-homogeneous Hill type.

The complete equations of motion are solved for the case of a
circular orbit. It is shown that atmospheric rotation induces a steady-
state yawing motion which prevents yaw equilibrium from being achieved
for other than equatorial orbits. The effects of configuration and
orbit parameters are examined in detail. It is found that gravity
gradients will not generally dominate until altitudes in excess of 300-
400 miles are achieved, while at lower altitudes, even small amounts of
aerodynamic stability suffice to override the gravitational torques.

The stability of the pitching motion on an eccentric orbit is
analyzed. It is found that an infinity of unstable regions may be
encountered in which small deviations from a purely periodic motion will
amplify. Computer results are presented to illustrate the catastrophic
nature of these unstable regions which may appear in a situation giving
the outward appearance of stability. An approximate solution for the
pitching motion on an elliptical orbit is also obtained using the method
of variation of parameters. The results are compared with a numerical
integration of the complete governing equation.

It is generally concluded, however, that the aerodynamic and
inertial design of a satellite may be accomplished so as to minimize or
altogether eliminate the unstable regions. In particular, the design of
the vehicle for maximum aerodynamic stability appears to have promise
for achieving wholly passive attitude stabilization at low altitudes.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

W!LLIAM C. IESEN
Colonel, USAF
Chief, Flight Dynamics Laboratory
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yawing motions
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{161 Coefficients in the series solution to Hill'r differential
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Constant in exponential approximation to atmospheric
density
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Co Dimensionless aerodynamic drag coefficient

(C,•Cy•s Dimensionless aerodynamic rolling, pitching and yawing
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of achieving precise attitude stabilization of artifi-
cial satellites has, of late, received increasing attention, principally
because adequate means of orientation and control are necessary prerequi-
sites to the serious scientific and/or military use of such vehicles.
The general subject may be divided into two rather distinct but inter-
related areas: (1) the determination of the external torques which act
on the satellite together with the passive response of the vehicle to
various combinations of these torques, and (2) the synthesis of active
attitude sensing and control systems which utilize these torques to
achieve and hold some desired vehicle orientation.

The general framework within which this problem may be treated has
been discussed by numerous authors, and reasonably comprehensive surveys
of the field have been published by Roberson (Ref. 3) and Frye and
Stearns (Ref. 4). Since the synthesis of attitude control systems can-
not, in general, be accomplished without detailed knowledge of the
vehicle's response to the applied external torques, this latter subject
has received the most extensive treatment. The majority of the published
work in this area has, however, been confined to examining the effect of
only a single external torque and/or the assumption of a circular orbit.

For example, the effects of gravity gradient torques alone on the
librations of a dumbbell-shaped satellite have been studied by Schindler
(Ref. 5) and Klemperer and Baker (Ref. 6) for the circular orbit case,
while Stocker and Vachino (Ref. 7) and Baker (Ref. 8) have discussed the
motion on an eccentric orbit. Roberson (Refs. 9, 10) has qualitatively
discussed this entire problem with considerable generality.

The influence of aerodynamic torques on a vehicle in a circular
orbit has been examined by Wall (Ref. 11) and the combined effect of
aerodynamic and gravitational torques has been covered briefly by DeBra
(Ref. 12) and DeBra and Stearns (Ref. 13), again for the circular orbit
case. Beletskiy (Ref. lh) has also considered this problem in a some-
what more general form. Along similar lines, the solar torques have been
discussed by Sohn (Ref. 15), Frye and Stearns (Ref. 4) and, more recently,
by Newton (Ref. 16).

Almost without exception, none of the papers have attempted tc evolve
rational design criteria or to provide detailed analytical results for the
vehicle's angular motion when combinations of several torques act. In
particular, the combined influence of aerodynamic and gravitational
torques has apparently not been carefully considered in spite of the fact
that these may be readily shown to be the dominant external torques for
orbits below about 4OO miles altitude. Although DeBra (Ref. 12) draws
some preliminary conclusions about the interaction of these two torques,

Manuscript released by the author February 1961 for publication as a WADD
Technical Report.
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he has considered only the equilibrium case and has greatly cversimplified
the aerc.'.. ic treatment. Moreover, no analytizal consideration of
ellipt" b'its has been made.

Since the satellite's external configuration determines the aero-
dynamic torques in a manner analogous to the way the mass distribution
determines the gravitational torques, it is clear that an understanding of
both of these torques, and .their mutual interaction, is essential for a
rational design to be made.

Accordingly, this work seeks to extend the theory of satellite atti-
tude control by examining the detailed aerodynamic influence on the
angular motion including interactions with the gravitational torques and
considering a general elliptical orbit of small eccentricity. The effect
of atmospheric rotation is also considered to the extent to which it
affects the vehicle's angular motion. Torques due to radiation pressure,
electromagnetic effects and internal moving parts are considered briefly
but are concluded to be negligible over the altitude range for which aero-
dynamic effects are significant. The motion of the vehicle's mass center
(which is only weakly coupled to the angular motion through the gravita-
tional gradient and the drag) is assumed to be independent and specified.
As shown by Moran (Ref. 29), the uncoupling thus performed introduces
essentially no error into the final results for the librations, at least
for small eccentricity orbits.
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1. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND COORDINATE SYSTEMS0

1.1 Complete Equations of Motion

For a rigid body of constant mass possessing principal axes of
inertia Y. , , .- the equations of angular motion about the mass
center are the well-known Euler Equations of a rigid rotator:

L- = I /I~ (%.-t%

where / ' , , are components of the instantaneous angular velocity
of the body (relative to an inertial reference frame) along the principal
body-fixed axes and L,,, L , L, are the corresponding components of
the instantaneous applied external torque. The products of inertia are
absent, of course, due to the choice of pxincipal axes. The applied
external torques will be examined in detail in Section 2. The motion of
the body's mass center is assumed to be known and independent of the
angular motions about the mass center.

The problem is to choose an orientation scheme such that the equa-
tions of motion, Eqs. (1), assume their simplest form. Since the method
of orientation determines the simplicity or complexity of the angular
velocity vector, judicious choice of coordinates is of considerable value.
Roberson (Ref. 9) has discussed this problem qualitatively at some length.
Although only three independent coordinates are required, it is desirable
to introduce more than this number in order to retain a clear physical
significance for each coordinate. The inertial reference frame chosen
here is oriented with respect to the planet as shown in Fig. 1. The
Y -axis lies along the planet's axis of rotation and points south, while
X and Z lie in the equatorial plane with - Z directed toward the most

recent vernal equinox in the customary astronomical fashion1 .

lit is assumed here that the only significant motion of the earth which
precludes its use as an inertial reference frame is its daily rotation.
Thus, the inertial coordinates defined above differ from geocentric
earth-fixed coordinates by a uniform rotation of the latter about their
common y-axis.
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Following the astronomical convention (Ref. 17), three Euler angles
are adopted to orient the instantaneous orbit and orbit plane relative to
the inertial reference frame. These are the nodal longitude (or right
ascension) £2 , the orbital inclination J1 and the argument of perigee,
0 . Their general relationship is shown in Fig. 1, where it is noted
that, owing to the choice of inertial coordinates, the rotations AL ,
and t are left-handed. The radial distance from the planet's mass
center to the vehicle's mass center is denoted by r

L_z

/- OI
/ "S/ N.

/\

Figure 1. Orientation of the Orbit Plane in Space

The result of performing these rotations is a right-handed, orthogonal
coordinate triad with origin at the primary focus of the instantaneous
ellipse with - '4 pointing toward perigee and Xp pointing in the
direction of vehicle motion through perigee (Fig. 1). In the absence of
all perturbations, the vehicle's motion is given by the well-known
Keplerian laws of motion and the angles S1 , I and &0 are constants.
When perturbative influences such as those due to planetary oblateness,
atmospheric drag, etc., are considered these angles change with time,
having secular and/or periodic variations, but the rates are generally
small (Ref. 18). These angular rates will be considered further shortly
and will be shown to have only a second-order effect on the vehicle's
motion.

is conventional to denote the orbit inclination byS ; however I is

used here to avoid later confusion.



The location of the vehicle on the orbit path is most conveniently
specified by the true anomaly, ir" , which is measured in the orbit plane
from perigee and is positive in the direction of motion. The angles
A- , 1 and w+-rrt define a set of orbital coordinates which move

with the vehicle, and are completely determined by the translational
motion of the vekicle's mass center. The transformation from the inertial
coordinates to the orbital coordinates is given in matrix notation by

Y. [ (Q)(•)(n) LY (2)

where the matrices (c), (C) and (L.) are defined by

CI-Si 01

S: I
(U) 0

The abbreviations C = cosine and S - sine have been used here for
brevity. The appropriate geometry is shown in Fig. 2. The -. axis,
which is always directed inward along the radius vector, represents a
sort of "down" direction, while x. , which points in the direction of
vehicle motion, indicates the "forward" direction.



x.

Y.

0X

Figure 2. Orbital Coordinate System

Inah.:uch as the orbital coordinates are completely defined by the
,.%otion of the vehicle's mass center, three independent angles are yet
required to orient the vehicle. The choice is again dictated by the
resulting simplicity of the ejaations of motion. Roberson (Ref. 9) and
DeBra (Ref. 12) have pointed out that when gravitational torques are to
be considered, the first of these three remaining angles should be formed
by a rotation about -4. , since the gravity gradient (for a spherical
central body) occurs along this axis. This point is also demonstrated in
Section 2.2. On the other hand, for the current work where aerodynamic
torques are of interest, it is desirable to keep the first angle in the
nominal pitch plane and so the first rotation should occur about Y.
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Roberson, in his extensive treatment of this subject (Refs. 3, 9, 10)
has shown that for small angles, the equations of motion uncouple such
that the order in which the rotations are performed is immaterial. However,
since it may be desir'" le to examine larger deviation angles in pitchI, the
first rotation about Y. will be employed. The angles which shall he used
here are denoted by & , * , ) and are defined as shown in Fig. 3. Thus
the transformation from the orbital coordinates to the body axes is

E. = ,•(-)(e) 'o (h)

where
ce o -S

400

S 0 CO .

S -SO C-

1 For a non-spinning vehicle, Roberson (Ref. 3) has shown the pitching
motion to be independent of the rolling and yawing motions, which are
inherently coupled. This point is also discussed in Section 1.h.
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Figure 3. Vehicle Orientation Angles

The complete orientation transformation from the inertial coordinates

to the principal body axes is therefore composed of six angles as follows:

K = ($)(-/s)(e)Q•)(O)(c ) [• (6)
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Here e , 6 and 0 are the only unknowns, since the center of mass
motion is assumed to be specified. The principal body axes defined above
are shown in relation to the vehicle in Fig. 4.

A P1-AN r oP Or- VMMTfty

Figure 4. Vehicle Body - Fixed Coordinate System

The amgular velocity components in the body axes are readily found from
the transformation equation, Eq. (6), in the following general form:

] = - [() 3 t €)(-) - 00)()[e)]

L i -- L; [-1 L'- L0

where S is a possible spin velocity about thL ;c axis. It is noted,
however, that it is convenient to define

q~e Lk (7)
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since

(e)Cu.) = -o + S

L(sectk - ceSu.) o (cepr-L + ss)

0 -s0

L oc

Thus,

~~t = i€ •)• - 0¢(•}q

Fol)

Expanding Eq. (8) there is obtained,

g = -" s-an ,- •J ,-Z• c•[,, - c.B.
+ Stn* +1S' CC.- + S- C..o7 in + ou~~-~j4 ý s-in,- +ij co-.4 - Z--t -n[ --. c,.. - -.In- ,sinr]

whicharehecompete +glr oit componens Sin tShe 7es

which are the complete angular velocity components in the body axes.
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1.2 Effects of Orbit ?erturbations

Before proceeding with the expansion of the various torque components,
it is desirable to simplify the equations of motion somewhat, by simplify-
ing the angular velocity components T', r , / . For order of magnitude
purposes, all angular velocities may be compared with the angular velocity
of the orbital coordinates, - .

As mentioned previously, the angular velocities , & and
arise because of perturbations from the otherwise inverse-square (Kepler-
ian) motion. Examples are anomalies in the gravitational field (such as
oblateness) and atmospheric drag. These perturbations affect not only
the angles SZ , I and a but also the orbital period, the perigee
distance and other parameters which characterize motion on the Keplerian
ellipse (Ref. 17). The perturbations are of two types, secular perturba-
tions, which are monotonous functions of time, and periodic perturbations,
which vary harmonically with (say) the true anomaly, -L. For motion near
an oblate primary body, the gravitational potential, J , may be expanded
as a series in spherical harmonics, the coefficients of which are functions
of the radial distance r ,

where _-t is the product of the universal gravitational constant and the
mass of the primary body, as is the mean equatorial radius of the
primary body, z9- the geocentric latitude measured from the equator and

J is a small constant. Using the standard methods of variation of
parameters (Ref. 17), Krause (Ref. 13) finds that when ' is not negli-
gible, the leading perturbation terms for A and 4D are secular while
4 has no first order secular component, but experiences an appreciable

periodic perturbation. These results may be written in the form:

(I- ' -I' C.-

S= C~ _• '>- \ .--
(10)

where 6 is the orbital eccentricity, Z the mean distance (or semi-
major axis) of the elliptical orbit and -n the Keplerian mean motion
(or mean angular velocity of the motion). For nearly circular orbits
(Ref. 18),
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alZ.1/p ~~

where E- is the orbital period, and hence for order of magnitude purposes
it is approximately true that

For Earth, J' A I.CKIO 3  and hence the above terms are negligibly small
compared to unity. Beletskiy (Ref. 14) arrives at essentially this same
result by means of substantially similar arguments.

The perturbations due to atmospheric drag are not so readily dis-
posed of. Krause (Ref. 18) has shown that when the planetary atmosphere
does not rotate., drag produces no change at all in the angles I? and
4 and so the orbit remains on a space-fixed plane. Under these circum-

stances ct> possesses a small periodic perturbation which may be taken
into account through the variable r . More recently, Sterne (Ref. 19)
has considered the problem in great generality, accounting for atmospheric
rotation as well as the "flattening" of the atmosphere due to planetary
oblateness. In the presence of atmospheric rotation, Sterne's results for
the secular perturbations of A , I and cO may be written approxi-
mately (for small eccentribity orbits) as

S~J2

C- == -- Jj\ Sin,, L {..

where 6 is the ballistic coefficient of the body, C0 w is the Earth's
angular velocity of daily rotation, PA the atmospheric density at the
semi-latus rectum of the orbit and I,(\) is the modified Bessel function
of the first kind and order A of argument X . Here X is an atmos-
phere parameter which is defined in Section 3.2. It will be shown later
that for Earth, (co/-r) 4 o(Co')while ae 4 (ico 4) and since 6
is generally at most of order 10, then the secular contributions to A,
j and ". due to atmospheric drag on the satellite are also negligible

in comparison to ,.
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The resulting angular velocity components are found from Eqs. (9) as,

where the equations of the angular motion are given by Eq. (1) and are
complete once the torque components Lm, L. and L. are specified.

1.3 Introduction of Gravity Gradient Torques

The determination of the external torques acting on the satellite
will be performed in Section 2. However, it is noted that one primary
torque known to act on any satellite is that due to the gravity gradient
across the vehicle. Since this torque arises from the vehicle's mass
distribution, it bears a close association with the body's inertia charac-
teristics and is therefore best included in the basic equations of motion.

From Eq. (A-15), Appendix A, the gravitational torques for an
inverse-square central force field may be given to a first order in the
ratio t/r (where X is the maximum body dimension) by

L

= 3  (12)

where Ac is the product of the earth's mass and the universal gravita-
tional constant as before and rm/r, r 1 /rr and r@/r are direction
cosines between the radius vector and the r- , L , body-fixed axes.
These direction cosines may be expanded in terms of the angles e ,

Sfrom Eqs. ( 4 ) and (5) as

ilk - -L- nS. z+ .q at9 zejL

r.n s' a si~ +1  C4 + C. o. o ýs in ael13

r= r* i-c"Osin 4. &an'9+ sin 0cw n~
r ,
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and so,

[L 3  [Sýsz.4 s?- + CO c'SZ& 1(7-I) (114)

L [- COsz-ýSve + Sý C4 SZOe(-~

The complete equations of angular motion may now be obtained by
substituting Eqs. (14) into Eqs. (1). Because of the aforementioned
relationship between the gravitational torques and the angular inertia,
it is convenient to group these terms together, viz:

+i(cý_6# s~ )S 4 S aG-)

+R I I -+{1' + 3-'ES4 Cý Sze - COszv6S-&e %(!4)

where Lp, , Lt,, Lot. denote all other torques acting on the
vehicle except those due to the gravity gradients.

Eqs. (15) constitute the complete equations of angular motion of a
"small" satellite vehicle moving in the vicinity of an essentially
spherical primary body. The equations are written in principal body axes,
but apart from these restrictions, no other significant assumptions have
been made.

1.4 Equations of Motion for Small Angles

Now suppose that A and • are small, but & need not be small.
Then squares and products of 0 and -ý4 are negligible but sines and
cosines of e must be retained. Eqs. (15) become, under these conditions,

LR~. +I,.{rt +3--f iSne C-o-9j( 1"-V ~ (16)

LR = + I{rg +3::::!S'AeC&.i -tsve(Ih- )

I~r lllll TX)lll
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where the angular velocity components from Eqs. (11) simplify to read,

~ -Z~rj(17)
9 !:- 0" -s- i

To the same order of approximation, if the rates -t and " are small so

that squares and products of these terms are negligible also,

and (if s constant),

25

whereupon, Eqs. (16) take the form,

L I S 4I~+)- -3 StIeoq,

LR, - (s+#)i(T -i 4I) X{ - 3.• Z[9 SIne C4e0

These equations describe the angular motion of a satellite vehicle in
the presence of a non-negligible spin velocity, allowing 0 to be
arbitrarily large. For most applications of interest, however, & is
also small and in this case the equations become
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LR=l +j: 3 (20)(ij~)2(

These equations are essentially identical to those presented by Frye and
Stearns (Ref. 4) and Roberson (Ref. 9), although these authors do not
consider the possibility of a spinning vehicle. When the spin, S , is
zero, the second of Eqs. (20) is uncoupled from the first and third and,
provided that L.R, is independent of 6 and $- , the e variation
(and hence the I *Variation) may be explicitly determined. The first and
third of these equations then contain only the terms * and as
coupled unknowns and may be solved by iteration. Note further that since
the time variation of ' may be found from the second of Eqs. (20), the
above system of equations is linearl, in spite of the obvious complexity.

For simplicity, only the case of a non-spinning, symmetrical vehicle
will be considered in detail here; that is, one for which the X-axis is
an axis of symmetry:

and for which S o. The equations of angular motion become, in this
case,

LRp

=+ 3,lI (21)

It is to be noted from Eqs. (20) that for small angles, the gravita-
tional torques have no direct effect on the yawing motion. For a body of
revolution ( I• . = I ) , these torques also vanish from the rolling

1 LR , 4 and L_, must also be linear.
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motion equation as shown by Eqs. (21). The gravitational torques do,
however, influence these motions through their coupling with the pitching
motion.

Finally, it is appropriate to employ the definition of • , Eq. (7),
and note that for small angular rates,

Hence Eqs. (21) become, after some algebraic rearrangement,

+ .i3~ ¶ N.1e L.L (22)

where tI is an inertia parameter, defined by

(23)

Eqs. (22) are the equations of angular-motion to be considered in
detail. Inasmuch as the orbi tal motion of the vehicle is assumed to be
known, L. and all of its derivatives are known and Eqs. (22) may be
solved for the three unknowns - , e , 0 as functions of time. It
is well to re-emphasize that the rolling and yawing motions are inherently
coupled, principally because 6L is not negligible (see Eqs. 22); that is,
because the orbital coordinates are rotating with angular velocity 6L
relative to the inertial axes. Roberson (Ref. 3) has also made this
observation previously.

Before seeking a solution to Eqs. (22), the expressions for the
remaining moments acting on the vehicle must be obtained. This develop-
ment is performed in the next section.
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2. EXTERNAL TORQUES ON THE SATELLITE

2.1 Introduction

One can readily conceive a number of torques which may act on an
orbital vehicle, among the most significant being (Refs. 3, 4):
(1) gravitational torques due to gravity gradients across the vehicle,
(2) aerodynamic torques due to motion through the rarefied atmosphere,
(3) electromagnetic torques' due to motion through a magnetic field and
surface charge on the vehicle, (4) "radiation pressure" torques due to
motion in a photon stream from some body such as the Sun, and (5) mechan-
ical torques due to moving parts internal to the vehicle.

While it is generally true that most, if not all, of these torques
would be insignificant at the Earth's suface, they predominate on an
orbital vehicle owing to the absence of all other major influences. In
the following sections, a discussion of these torques is presented.

2.2 Gravitational Torques

The influence of the gravity gradient is perhaps best evidenced by
the Earth's natural satellite, the Moon, which, due to an asymmetrical
mass distribution, always keeps approximately the same side pointed toward
the Earth. The recent literature is rich in material on the use of these
torques for satellite attitude control (Refs. 3-10), although as mentioned
previously, much of the work must be classed as feasibility studies since
overly restrictive assumptions (such as omission of all other disturbing
torques, circular orbit, etc.) have been made. Since the Earth's gravita-
tional field may be utilized for these purposes even at great heights,
however, it is not surprising that the problem has received so much
attention.

The general development of the gravity gradient torques which act
on an orbiting vehicle has been performed by Roberson (Refs. 9, 10)
considering the gravitational potential which corresponds to the oblate
Earth, but his discussion has been unnecessarily complicated by the intro-
duction of numerous Euler angles which are prticular to the problem of
satellite vehicle orientation. DeBra (Ref. 12), in essentially repeating
this development for a spherical Earth, arrives at an incorrect result
which, in the limit of small deviation angles, merges with the correct
expressions given by Roberson. More recently, Nidey (Ref. 20) has
published a concise discussion of the gravitational torques acting on a
rigid body.

For completeness, the expressions for the gravitational torque
components along arbitrary axes fixed in a rigid body are derived from
first principles in Appendix A. Although only a simple inverse-square
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attracting force field is considered, the extension to include oblateness
effects or other anomalies in the force field may be readily performed.
The result, as used in Section 1.3, Eq. (12), is

L __ r c

where the direction cosines between the radius vector r and the principal
body axes, r/r-, rr/r and rl/r are given by Eqs. (13). It may be
noted that when e 7 , , are small angles such that sin Z •
and cos a r and squares and products of the small angles are negligible,
Eqs. (12) and (13) combine to yield,

I Z o
L ýj 0

Thus, as indicated previously, there is no gravitational yawing torque for
small angular deviations of the body from the orbital coordinates.

To illustrate the behavior of the gravitational torques, assume that
2F 0 and consider the torque about the 3. -axis, which is normal to the

orbit plane. The appropriate geometry is shown in Fig. 5. In this case,
Eq. (24) becomes

which is shown sketched qualitatively in Fig. 5.

Because L., depends upon sin Z. , the gravitational torque
vanishes at e- I , T/z , ir ,- . Accordingly, these represent
possible equilibrium positions of the vehicle. Note further, however,
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that only for Al'-3./dG <0 is the equilibrium stable, since in this
case a small positive increase in e yields a negative (or restoring)
torque on the body. Thus, when I -.. > I , e - o , V7 , , .
represent positions of stable equilibrium while for I ?I , e- T/ ,
• W/r, --- represent stable positions. The gravitational torques, there-
fore, imply a position of stable equilibrium only when the body's axis of
least inertia points toward the force center (Refs. 3, 4).

X.÷)

Figure 5. Behavior of Gravity Gradient Torque

The motion of a rigid, dumbbell-shaped satellite under the influence of
the gravity gradient torques alone has been studied extensively in the
literature; for example, Schindler (Ref. 5), Stocker and Vachino (Ref. 7),
and Baker (Ref. 8). It is of interest, therefore, to note how the
present analysis may be reconciled with these previous investigations.

Referring to Fig. 6 for the geometry of the dumbbell-shaped satel-
lite, it is clear that

+ 4 n
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hence for D <<I

Comparing this result with the second of Eqs. (22), it is seen that in
the subsequent work, the pitching motion of a dumbbell-shaped satellite
may be recovered by setting ,- = and neglecting all aerodynamic
influences.

Figure 6. Geometry of Dumbbell-Shaped Satellite

2.3 Aerodynamic Torques

2.3.1 General Considerations

The open literature contains surprisingly little detailed work on
the influence of the aerodynamic torques on the vehicle's motion, in
spite of the fact that for Earth these torques are known to be significant
over a wide range of altitudes (c.f. Refs. 4, 1-l4). Because of highly
rarefied nature of the atmosphere at altitudes where a satellite may make
one or more successful orbits, the molecular mean free path is generally
much larger than any characteristic body dimension and free-molecular
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flow exists. Aerodynamic forces arid moments on vehicles in this flow
regime are due solely to the molecular bombardment and subsequent reflec-
tion from the surface and are most conveniently predicted within the
framework of the kinetic theory of gases. The 'lbxact"theory has been
developed extensively by numerous authors but the expressions for the
free-molecular pressure and shearing stress coefficients on an arbitrary
element of body surface are generally so complicated that the integration
to obtain forces and moments' has been performed for only the simplest
bodies (c.f. Ref. 1, Section 1).

More recently, an approximate free molecular theory has been
published (Ref. 21) which permits calculation of the conventional aero-
dynamic stability derivatives of arbitrary bodies of revolution. Davison,
in Volume II of this series of reports (Ref. 1) presents a detailed
application of this and similar methods to a wide variety of body shapes.
The results of these studies are summarized briefly in Section 3.3 of
this report.

2.3.2 Orientation of the Relative Wind Vector

The aerodynamic torques acting on a satellite may be determined
onge the relative wind vector has been oriented with respect to the
vehicles. The relative wind vector is the velocity of the vehicle with
respect to the local atmosphere, and due to atmospheric motion relative to
inertial space, this vector may differ appreciably from the inertial
velocity vector in direction as well as in magnitude. Although a number
of possible alternatives suggest themselves, the conventional angle of
attack, ,t , and the sideslip angle, P , are most convenient for orient-
ing the relative wind with respect to the body axes. By retaining these
angles, the aerodynamic moment coefficients may be carried over directly
from conventional aerodynamic theory and the interpretation of the
various terms which arise is considerably simplified.

Referring to Fig. 7, the components of the relative velocity
vector V0 may be expressed in the body axes by the matrix equation

V 9,C." Of.Co.4

V VR SI% (25)
L vlC
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Figure 7. Orientation of the Relative Wind Vector
with Respect to the Vehicle

The relative velocity components in the body axes may also be
obtained through an independent transformation which involves the previ-
ously introduced orientation angles 6 , -4 P ý . To obtain this
relationship, first orient the relative wind vector with respect to the
orbital coordinates by two new angles T and A , as shown in Fig. 8.
These angles are completely specified by the motion of the vehicle's
mass center.

In this case the components of VR in the orbital coordinates
may be given in matrix form as

VRaX &c. .4A..

,f = VR (26)

5A
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Figure 8. Orientation of the Relative Wind Vector with Respect
to the Orbital Coordinates

Now, introducing the transformation from the orbital coordinates to the

body-fixed axes as given by Eq. (4), there results

V

VR V, SO (6-r)CA + C -- C(e-r) -CA C:-tSA (27)

Equating corresponding components of Eqs. (25) and (27) gives the desired
relationships for OL and P in terms of other known angles. Unfortun-
ately, the complexity of these relationships for the general large angle
case virtually precludes their use in analytic work. Accordingly, it is
desirable to introduce the assumption of small angles consistent with what
was done in Section 1.4. In order to do this, it must first be shown
that T and A are truly small.

The atmosphere of Earth essentially rotates as a rigid body attached
to the Earth. Although it is probably true that at sufficiently great
distances such motion will not occur, at altitudes where the aerodynamic
influences predominate the assumption of rigid body atmospheric rotation
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should be acceptable. The nresence of local wind anomalies may be
neglected, since they are generally fluctuating in magnitude and direction
and are not sufficiently well defined at satellite altitudes to allow a
satisfactory generalization to be made. Accordingly, the relative velocity
vector may be related to the inertial velocity vector through the equation

Vk V - X r (28)

where ' is the angular velocity vector of the Earth, V is the
inertial velocity vector and k is a coefficient which may depend upon
altitude and permits deviation of the atmospheric motion from a purely
rigid body rotation. The components of E3 in the orbital coordinates
are found from Eq. (2) to be

UA SI in L.

7W (29)

while by definition of the orbital coordinates, r lies along -

The vector product cooe-K' given in Eq. (2) then becomes, in matrix form,

oo,. t (A)- L uo.~. s 1. t(30)

Now previous arguments have shown cSZ, I and O to be negligioly
small and hence the motion of the vehicle's mass center is planar. By
definition of the orbital coordinates, this plane is coincident with tne
x.-e. plane, and so ;7 has no component along N.. Let the components
of \ in the orbital coordinates be given in matrix form by

VoY o (31)

V ~-S%,n
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where T * is the inclination angle of the inertial velocity vector (or
the tangent to the orbit) with respect to the X. axis. Clearly "•* is
also completely specified by the motion of the mass center. From Krause
(Ref. 18) or Eq. (B-5), Appendix B, there is found

TOAV* 6 S tn i-

where G is the orbital eccentricity. For elliptical orbits of small
eccentricity (say less than .06), it follows that W* is a small angle.

Combining Eqs. (30) and (31) with Eq. (28), the components of the
relative velocity vector in the orbital coordinates are found to be 1

VR =- r-0a ;• 4ausiL (32)

and the magnitude of Vt is given in terms of known quantities as

(V rooC.I .. _* (-r to (I-nA.rt ) Li (33)

Sterne (Ref. 19) has also presented this result. Comparing Eqs. (26) and
(32) allows the angles b' and A to be evaluated:

(34)

For low altitude orbits about the Earth, k is near unity and so
WOaQ W'%IO (2 x 103) while at altitudes for which aerodynamic effects

are significant V Qr 0 (2 x 104) hence rtua/V is small compared to
unity. In this case, the ratio VI/Vit may be developed from Eq. (33) by
a binomial expansion in the form,

llt is convenient to introduce the abbreviation Wa= kLO to denote
the angular velocity of atmospheric rotation.
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-- =4- I +c,. O,-0y +0(v (35)
V4 Co- )

where the terms omitted produce an error of less than 1%. Note that the
last term in Eq. (33) contains the only latitude-dependent contribution
to V/VpIl, and that this term is of order (rc.14/v)? and hence
negligible in Eq. (35). Inserting this relation into the first of
Eqs, (3h), and again neglecting terms of order ro /./v)z there results

Sin LC4 Sin C .o (36)

This expression shows that A is a small angle so that cos A. Q I
Hence the second of Eqs. (3h) becomes, to first order terms in rtO3a/v

Since it has already been observed that 'r * is small, then it follows
that -r is also small and is given approximately by

S+ ( 3 7

Now assuming - 1 , , 6 and A are all small angles, and
comparing Eqs. (25) and (27),

co-.-c& C-O-oZ~

ISpherical trigonometry yields the relation: SI L& as45 19-w •
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from which it follows that OW and are also small and given by the
linear equations

& (38)

It is important to note that this representation fails completely in the

case of large angular deviations.

2.3.3 Expansion of the Aerodynamic Torques

With the orientation of the relative wind vector completely
specified for small angles by Eqs. (38), the aerodynamic moments may be
determined. Follo.wing the conventional practice

LAC..... Cs

= Jý s C (39)

where p is the local atmospheric density, S'r is a reference area on
the vehicle, E is a reference length on the vehicle and Ce , C. and
C., are respectively the dimensionless rolling, pitching and yawing

moment coefficients. It is conventional to expand Ct , C1 and CI
about the equilibrium position as a Taylor series in the variables a ,

,. , , p, g. and It. When the angular deviation of the body
from equilibrium is small, only the leading terms in the series need be
retained, and if the body possesses symmetry, a number of the remaining
coefficients may be shown to be small or else identically zero. For a
body of revolution, this "linearized" representation takes the form,

C, CR P +CA6 t .R + CVe/

C ~CcK C Y '

Cl + iv-p~~1 11J
Sc4
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where the second subscript on the coefficient of any term indicates
differentiation and evaluation as indicated below:

Note that the rate derivatives have been non-dimensionalized oy replacing
the rate (&a A) ,P ) etc.) by E /ZVvk times the rate ( & "/zVp .

SE/ • -a V , etc.) These equations show a strong coupling between C f
and Cv , while Cy is essentially uncoupled from them except for the
term C,, p. which is generally small for symmetric configurations. The
terms involving the angular rates 'F , and /I represent aerodynamic
damping, which is the only "natural" damping present in the system. For
the purpose of simplification, only the following dominant terms shall be
retained:

C C_

CY, =-C, +C Cmk

Here C - C c and C,.= Cv. since only bodies of revolution
are to be considered. The negative sign must be imposed on CrA since
a stable body at positive aý and P (see Fig. 7) experiences a negative
pitching moment but a positive yawing moment and hence for bodies of
revolution, C.% and Cn % are equal in magnitude but differ in sign.
Inserting Eqs. (38) and (40) into Eq. (39) and expanding T , I and it,
the complete linearized expression for the aerodynamic torques becomes,
far small angles and angular rates,
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LA'X T%7WC1( +Z
=; - vn 0 v (41)

£,•] ~ ~-c<:,,(.. -A;.,) - T-.-•,,g(#-•a

where sin A A A. is given by Eq. (36), V is given by Eq. (37) and the
magnitude of - is given to a first order in r- w 1I4 from Eq. (35) by

VRP' W (42)

In the following work the coefficients CXL, , Cmc and Cmt:
which are generally functions of altitude and velocity, will be regarded
as constants of the motion. The error introduced in this way is small
compared to the uncertainties in other quantities such as the atmospheric
density.

2?. Other Disturbing Torques

2.4.1 Solar Radiation Pressure Torques

Following the gravity gradient and aerodynamic torques, the next
most significant external torque appears to be that due to the solar
radiation pressure. For extremely high altitude orbits, this torque will
doubtless transcend all other predictable external torques. In this
connection, the work of Frye and Stearns (Ref. 4), Sohn (Ref. 15), and,
more recently, Newton (Ref. 16), provide suitable documentation. Accord-
ingly, the significant question in regard to the present study concerns
the altitudes at which the solar radiation pressure will induce torques of
comparable magnitude to the aerodynamic and/or gravitational torques.

Since the solar torques arise from the momentum flux imparted to
the vehicle by the photon stream emanating from the Sun, they are amenable
to analysis using suitably modified free molecular aerodynamic concepts.
A detailed examination of these torques for several classes of elementary
body shapes is presented in Appendix A of Ref. 1. Fig. 9 summarizes the
results of these calculations by comparing the magnitudes of the initial
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torque slopes due to aerodynamic and solar influences for three optimized
body shapesl. It is seen that for these shapes, the solar torques do not
become comparable to those due to aerodynamic effects until altitudes in
excess of 400 miles are achieved. Wall (Ref. 1I) in comparing directly
the magnitudes of the solar radiation pressure and the dynamic pressure
due to the satellite's motion through the atmosphere, also concludes that
aerodynamically stable bodies will "trim" into the Sun at altitudes above
about 400 miles.

Because the solar photon stream is not completely reflected by the
body, one component of the solar flux appears as a shearing stress on the
body surface. This, in turn, results in a residual torque arising from
surface tractions alone which threaten to perturb all but spherically
shaped satellites with mass center at the geometrical center of the body.
Consequently, the solar torques may be expected to be a significant factor
even with a gravity gradient stabilized vehicle. This point is illustrated
in Fig. 10 where the maximum values of the torques due to aerodynamic,
gravitational and solar influences are compared for the conical body shape.
It is seen that the solar and gravitational torques are of comparable
magnitude and significantly smaller than the aerodynamic torques for alti-
tudes below about 400 miles. Above 600 miles altitude, the atmospheric
density becomes so small that the gravitational and solar torques dominate
the vehicle's motion. Although the absolute torque levels change with the
geometry of the body, these qualitative relationships remain true for other
configurations (Ref. 1). It appears, therefore, that the combined influ-
ence of solar and gravitational torques (rather than either separately)
are required to properly analyze the passive angular response of a high-
altitude satellite.

As a result of the foregoing, subsequent work in this study is
limited to altitudes below 400 miles. The framework which is developed,
however, is readily adaptable to the analysis of high altitude orbits.

1For these calculations, the incident solar radiation pressure is taken
as I0-7 psf and the reflectivity of the body surface material is assumed
to be 0.5.
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2.4.2 Additional Torques

Compared with the aerodynamic, gravitational and solar torques, the
remaining torques of a "predictable" nature are generally conceded to be
very small (Ref. 34). For a rapidly spinning vehicle, the most significant
additional torque appears to be due to the interaction of eddy currents
induced in the conducting skin of the satellite with the Earth's magnetic
field. The problem has not been treated extensively (e.g., Vinti, Refs. 22,
23, and Roberson, Ref. 3) to date and appears to require further study.
An estimate of the spin retardation produced by these electromagnetic
effects on Sputnik III (Ref. 31) indicates this torque to be roughly
comparable to the aerodynamic damping-in-roll and, as will be seen in the
next section, this is an exceedingly small quantity. For the non-spinning
vehicles below 400 miles altitude which are considered here, electro-
magnetic effects appear insignificant.

There are numerous other torques of a statistical or random nature
(e.g., micrometeorites impacts, solar flares, internal moving parts, etc.)
which cannot be readily predicted and which will, therefore, be neglected
a priori in this study. These omissions should not significantly affect
the subsequent results. It should be noted, however, that the use of
internal moving parts may well be among the most efficient means of
achieving long duration, precise attitude control. In this connection,
the rather thorough work of Roberson (Ref. 24) is noted. The subject of
active control system synthesis has not been specifically considered in
this study.
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3. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR SLIGHTLY ECCENTRIC ORBITS

3.1 Small Angle Equations for Slightly Eccentric Orbits

Since only the aerodynamic and gravitational torques are to be
considered in the subsequent analysis, Eq. (41) may be substituted into
Eqs. (22), for the case of a non-spinning, axisymmetric vehicle with small
angular deviations, to obtain,

srz 7~r. +ý ,

4--. % 1.

OL (43)

S1 e1

÷ .. •_,:,zv,,,{.& ÷

+

which are the equations to be solved. Again it is to be noted that
these equations are linear. As noted previously for small angles the
equation for the pitching motion is uncoupled from the equations for the
rolling and yawing motions and may be solved separately.

Now if the secular effects of aerodynamic drag on the argument of
perigee "> are sufficiently small (see Section 1.2) so that •Z 0,

then & L -&- and U t " . It is, therefore, convenient to transform
the independent variable from time to the true anomaly, V- . Since the
motion of the vehicle's mass center is assumed to be specified and known,
i-- is a specified function of time alone. The necessary transformation
relations are
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~(J)

In addition, it is convenient to introduce the abbreviations

S (v- \ - -_2R -C

whereupon, applying Eqs. (44) and (4.5) to Eqs. (143), there results"d , [

" .-" + z+[3 -p L 4 =+P +(.-l

where primes denote differentiation with respect to V.. In order to
proceed, it is necessary to express the coefficients of Eqs. (146) as
functions of v-" and other constants of the motion. Owing to the assump-
tion that the center of mass motion is uncoupled from the angular motions
about the mass center, the usual Keplerian orbit elements may be employed.
The details are tedious but straightforward and may be found in Appendix B.
The results are

I ~~~ ~ y I I II i i,

2 Z; ,v + .,L (45)i I II I
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z P ) 4 0 + ]--)

ZR =_ ý v - ,-

A? (47)

Ir I + rCo. -olr

eSv- +
T~ ~ ~ LC+SCo-oer

where the subscript P denotes that the quantity is evaluated at perigee,

6 is the orbital eccentricity and n , and are constants
defined by,

(3P, ""dc zi ''

.' Sr • r4 (48)

L4I

i l I I I II II II I I I Ij
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The ratio of relative to inertial velocity Vp./%. may be evaluated from
Eq. (42) and Eqn. (B-8) and (B-9) of Appendix B as

-- f I+ e (49)

The above expressions include only the assumption that 0a / %-'p is small
compared to unity and that V , v* and b- are small angles. Unfortun-
ately, Eqs. (47) are much too complicated for analytical work, and must be
further simplified. The appropriato simplifying assumption is that the
orbital eccentricity, 6 , is sufficiently small (say 6 i-o.i ) so that

<e- j . This assumption is consistent with the small angle restriction
made earlier. Neglecting squares of 6 and products of the form /
the above coefficients simplify to the following first order form:

.%IR IV.-)] 2 ,S2P%~2GZ(50)

/•' • [•-e C40,-01-]

CL C'-.-a-Lr+LO)

where

VR (e•l)
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and

Note that to this order of approximation, Vot /v is constant and equal to
its value at perigee. The variation of d as a function of perigee alti-
tude and orbit inclination is shown in Fig. .1.

In subsequent discussions relating to the numeric integration of the
"exact" equation of the pitching motion, it is the second of Eqs. (46)
with coefficients given by Eqs. (50) and (51) which is solved. It has
been shown in Section 1 that this equation exactly describes the small
angle pitching motion of a non-spilmning, axisymmetric vehicle when the
rolling and yawing motions are suppressed. Moreover, the restriction to
small orbital eccentricities poses no serious limitation on the results.
This equation will, therefore, be regarded as "exact" in relationship to
the approximate results to be obtained in the following sections.

3.2 Approximate Atmospheric Density Variation

In order to complete the evaluation of these coefficients, it is
necessary to evaluate 2/ p . Since the Earth is an oblate spheroid, the
Earth's atmosphere is also oblate and hence a constant density surface in
the atmosphere is not a sphere. Although this latitude variation of
density is partially accounted for by representing •(I) '( -

where r- varies with latitude, two other equally significant variations,
imposed by the latitude variation of surface gravity and temperature, are
omitted. In order to retain the maximum simplicity, it will be assumed
here that the Earth is spherical, and hence e- e'(ý) where -r- -a.-

It is now well-known that the atmospheric density variation above
about h00,000 foot altitude is best approximated by a power function of
the altitude (Ref. 25). However, under the assumption of small orbital
eccentricity, it is also possible to approximate the density variation
from perigee to apogee by an exponential relation of the form

P =) - l e l (52)
ro.

where CA and X&A are constants fixed by the perigee altitude. The
critical condition for Eq. (52) to be a satisfactory representation is
that its error be no more than the uncertainty in the density itself
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over the altitude range of interest. Based upon Minzner's 1959 model
atmosphere (Ref. 26) the uncertainty due to seasonal and daily variations,
as well as uncertainties due to position on the Earth is at least a factor
of 2 at these altitudes. Above about 100 statute miles altitude and for
orbital eccentricities less than about .05, the constants of Eq. (52) may
be found such th.at the error 4s within these limits and hence the use of
this representation is justified. The appropriate values of IV, are
shown in Fig. 12.

From the equation of the elliptical orbit (Eq. (B-2) of Appendix B
or Ref. 18)

r V-+ 4-9)

hence

r

which, to terms of order 6 is

- o (I-r) -* (53)

Substituting Eq. (53) into Eq. (52), and defining ;/-A r ,.

top Cc) A e

Now note that when Ir = ±r/', c.*-O•,-=- and the vehicle is at the semi-
latus rectum, -p , of the elliptical orbit. The altitude to this point on
the orbit will be denoted here by h -•- a • Then from the above
equation,

P '= r) A e

and with 1(k,•j• ,

P~h) • •(5h)
~P,
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The behavior of the dimensionless atmosphere parameter ) as a function
of perigee altitude and orbital eccentricity is shown in Fig. 13.

Substituting Eqs. (50) and (54) into Eqs. (46), there results the
following equations for the vehicle's rolling, pitching and yawing motion:

e" +z ÷' +[t I(%-,c..v +P•,°. EP1

(55)

+-Zz e sin-,,•]

, d-•(-•+,.- t- ze +i,-$ (56)

ap e •,'- , I r)]

and, making use of the fact that Vt/v is a constant to a first order
-n E as given by Eq. (51), the constants (?*, ý * and 6Z? are
defined by,

(5'7)

(RPIVIA/P 14ýP
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Eqs. (55) represent the fundamental small angle equations of motion
for an axisymmetric satellite vehicle moving in an elliptical orbit of
small eccentricity and acted upon by aerodynamic and gravitational torques.
The analysis has shown that for a vehicle of this configuration, the motion
is characterized by six constants: the aerodynamic parameters (P* ,
and W,: , the inertia parameter N1 , the orbital eccentricity C and the
atmosphere parameter K . In the following work, the nature of the
vehicle's angular motion will be studied in terms of these significant
pareaeters by seeking analytical solutions to Eqs. (55). In the case of
the general elliptical orbit, only the equation for the pitching motion
will be solved, but before entering into this solution, it is instructive
to examine the complete motion under cer-tnin simplifying assumptions.
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3.3 Order of Magnitude of Aerodynamic Terms

Since Eqs. (55) will be employed for the subsequent analytical work,
it is desirable to effect the maximum simplification possible. This
simplification can be performed by identifying those terms remaining in
Eqs. (55) which are as small or smaller than the second-order squaresand
products of small angles previously neglected in the analysis.

The order of magnitude of the three aerodynamic parameters P ,
and R may be estimated from Eqs. (56) as

P =
Z 0 (• -• (58)

S= o(G?1,- 6)

where OC ) is to be read "the order of magnitude of the enclosed
quantity" and where V.. /V has been taken as unity for small eccentricity
orbitsi.

It is convenient to group the vehicle narameters in Eqs. (48) to form
new quantities which may be more readil ermined. Define:

Pr - C SW C

z59

Davison (Ref. 1) has calculated the attainable values of the para-
meters T and Q for an extensive number of satellite shapes using the
approximate free folecular aerodynamic theory presented in Ref. (21).
The results of these calculations may be summarized as shown in Figs. 14
through 17. It may be seen that values of F' and P in excess of

iNote from Eqs. (54) that (F1/Pp)e_ " I . This quantity has
been set to unity here to insure a conservative estimate throughout.
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102 are generally possil:le only for very small vehicles. Although values
of F have not been calculated specifically, it is reasonable to assume
that this parameter will not exceed the order of F,'* For perigee alti-
tudes near or above 100 statute miles, pr is at Ist2 x 10-12 slug/ft 3

while rp is of order 2 x 107 feet. Employing these maximum estimates
of the various parameters,

P 1 o( r03o)

Q -��O( 9 -A) (6o)

Clearly P is a potentially large quantity and must be retained.
Q and R , however, are seen to be of order 6 , since the aerodynamic

terms in these quantities are at most of order 6 for all reasonable
satellite shapes. Inasmuch as this order of magnitude estimate has been
biased to yield the largest values to be expected, it appears conservative
to neglect as second order the parametric excitation terms (2R÷Z6Swn'.r5'

and ('Z + ZESnV)9 in Eqs. (55). The resulting equations then
be come

q(61
49 i + 2G4 ' + [314(.1- 6C.",x) ÷F•]e= ZGZ + Ops, (61)

S' -= P8 C..(-r+LO) + (M+,1)#'

It shvuld be remarked that the assumption of negligible aerodynamic
damping has been made a priori in previous studies (e.g., DeBra, Ref. 12
and Wall, Ref. 11), no doubt because adequate theoretical means to
predict the aerodynamic damping characteristics of arbitrary bodies were
not available. It is seen in Figs. 15 and 16, however, that although
this damping is always small, it need not be negligible and, consequently,
its first order effects should be retained for completeness in the
equations of motion.
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Now introduce the exponential transformations

- (62)ow

e~ge

~~- S(--, e- (62)'>a-,

The typical derivatives of these functions are illustrated by

e': g'-Q•) -• QC•") L-

and

Inserting Eqs. (62) relations into Eqs. (61) and rearranging,

- + [3M, C I - -C.r S'- G']

=[Z.;t + LPS.-u- el -% (63)

04 -G R -)]

These transformed equations are particularly convenient for further
order of magnitude analysis. A detailed examination of the coefficient
of • in the pitching equation will serve to illustrate the procedure.

I
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To terms of order es , Eqs. (56) yield

I Q~ E- -,, L,- + C-.-t] S,,, -ir-e

and

EI Z6 [izc-c~ + 2 2e + O.iv-

so that

*ý +..,u CO.•.-V Sn V

In order for these terms to be retained, it is necessary that they be of
comparable magnitude to P . For order of magnitude purposes, as before,

while from the first of Eqs. (58),

p= o(,)
Now write

P P I _it +_ _

or,,

P - = o0 P ,-[I +)Xh---- +c,,,
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Introducing Eqs. (59), the following order of magnitude estimates
result:

CP O r, r•

pr

Using the maximum values discussed previously, it is evident that the first
two terms above are negligible in comparison to unity for all practical
vehicles and orbits. Because of the appearance of r and Pp. in the
denominator of the last relation, however, this term need not remain small
compared to unity and hence must be retained. Thts, the second of Eqs. (63)
may be reduced to

~ -* I-~1)co-x-t- +P [=zQt+ e-Pswvn I6

Applying the above procedure to the first and third of Eqs. (63) and
neglecting products of the form Gt*/ and R q in comparison to -- and
j' in the parametric excitation, there results

+ Ce- e=--ke
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It is now necessary to consider the exponential terms remaining in
the right of Eqs. (64) and (65). A detailed treatment of the effect of
exp(-S QC•c)A-) in damping the sa.tellite's pitching motion is presented in

Appendix C, where it is shown that the time to damp to one-half the
initial pitch amplitude is, at most, comparable to the satelliýe's orbital
lifetime. Thus, the secular change in exp(- S~tvaw) over the time interval
for which cp , 9p , (Y. , etc., may be regarded as constant is
insignificant and hence all exponential terms on the right of Eqs. (64)
and (65) may be taken as unity without serious error. Clearly, if

S v)jv- changes only slightly, then

[q 1iC-r) - R owP1)~i~

changes even less, since it is proportional to the difference of two small
quantities of approximately equal orders of magnitude. The reduced
equations of motion then become,

+

+ (66)

The entire effe,.t of aerodynamic damping is now confined to the term
2ciR appearing on the right of the pitch equation, and to the transforma-

tion eyuations, Eqs. (62), relabuing & , -0 and 0 to W* ,
and . The apparent inconsistency of having the forced P r.ion decay
according to Eqs. (62) is removed when it is recalled that the exponentials
on the right of Eqs. (64) and (65) differ from unity by terms proportional
to e , and these in turn give rise to terms of order 6 which are
negligible as excitation. If the foregoing arguments are applied to
Eqs. (62), there results

SI % V

_ ,
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which, for injection at perigee, becomes

_L - = __- O n e 1 1 - C.-.-- +0(e t)

Thus, the only significant contribution of the aerodynamic damping
is to slightly alter the equilibrium pitch angle such that the damping
moment (due to the inertial pitch rate of the satellite) is countered by
a small static pitching moment. Subsequent numerical calculations based
upon the complete equation of motion (see Section 3.1) amply confirm the
negligibility of the aerodynamic damping insofar as its effect on decay
of the angular oscillations is concerned, and this may be taken as a
posteriorijustification of the assumptions anc approximation introduced
above.

The reduced equations of motion, Eqs. (66), may be further simplified
without additional error if the term ?' is removed from the right of the
yaw equation as follows: Integrate the first of Eqs. (66) once with
respect to v-, neglecting the term e c.O-V ý_ . The result is

= - I +i

where k is a constant of integration determined by the initial condi-
tions. Substitution of this result into the yaw equation leads to the
new differential system

'"+ eCe-,,-~ - -•.

-+-[3t +(I-3k.1)e~o.v-•+Pg =2.-+ pPi"V- (67)

~+[ + G..v-t + P]- P8 C-o-* v-x + w) +k (N+itI)

These equations are now uncoupled sufficiently to permit solution, since
6 and • may be determined from the last two equations and •/

then substituted into the first in order to solve for .
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Note that when the aerodynamic influences are absent, the second
of Eqs. (67) becomes

which is a non-homogeneous form of Mathieu's differential equation
(Refs. 32-35). That an equation of this form governs the small angle
pitching motion of a rigid satellite in an elliptical orbit under the
influence of the gravitational torques alone has been demonstrated by
Baker (Ref. 8). This result is also implicit in the large angle equations
for the pitching motion derived by Beletskiy (Ref. 27) and by Frick and
Garber (Ref. 28). Inasmuch as this equation depends only on the two
parameters e and "- , a unique solution C , a -.x) may be obtained.
The independence of altitude of this equation is due to the transformation
to v- as the independent variable in place of time.
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3.4 Fourier Series Expansion of Periodic Coefficients

It may be noted that all of the coefficients of Eqs. (67) are
periodic functions of the independent variable "v with period V-Ir, and
hence may be expanded in Fourier series. Moreover, the coefficients of
the homogeneous equations are even functions, involving cosVr only, and
thus the Fourier cosine serieg suffices for the expansion of these terms.
In order to outline the procedure, the pitching equation is considered
in detail.

Let

where

m - + 6 co.,, @, e [e+ 7.,G Co,

and

ý(•? -- GZ. + F- P S ,n ,"}

In order to expand the function au),a e

t~~u zii A~,, -- A-

where

i'

and
T3

A
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Evaluating the coefficients,

A ,, 3 + (0 +Z e 4..0+- e gt

and

- -
T

-7r

+ z I +ze ) qIP.\1e00

7r

The integrals may be readily evaluated with the help of the integral form
for the modified Bessel functions of the first kind and order n (Ref. 33,
Page 151)

I~U~it z C-ott dt '' " (69)

The results are: 1

A0 ~~ = .1 +P*j(\) + ze EI-G) -IO,)]

jAk=( -3mi) 6 4 2(?*t() EI(w -7.1,() + 1,(~l(70)

lThe first few modified Bessel functions are shown plotted in Fig. 18,
for values of the argument up to 6.0.
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Eqs. (70) completely define the ýAy, in terms of other, known
quantities. When 6=o , X = > and a circular orbit results. The
coefficients JAj in this case all vanish with the exception of A.
which has the value

Ao S " + Ipr*

When X is large, the [A may be evaluated "vth the help of the
asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel functions. From Wittaker and
Watson (Ref. 34, Page 373),

i.(X') . e-- j', "t ZS +-" •>

inserting this re.ult in Eqs. (70) and neglecting terms of order G/) ,
Ghere results

A. 3M 3 H -- Gp*>X)

A 1  " ( W-•)C + z< WI(X) (71)

One notes that as 6---o , -o also so that Eqs. (71) have the
correct limiting values for circular orbits as well as for large X..
Thus, Eqs. (71) should represent reasonable approximate values for the

[ A, over the entire range of X considered. A numerical comparison
of the exact and approximate coefficients shows the agreement to be
excellent over the entire range of interest, and hence Eqs. (71) will be
employed in the subsequent work.

The non-homogeneous portion of Eq. (68), 9I C-r) , must now be
expanded in a Fourier series:

*'r)~e~d~ -z~v *zap e

I
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In this case, the "forcing function" is a purely periodic function of
with period a• , and may be expanded in a Fourier series of the form,

C, ",, 0 ,r L r) o.V

nuo

The coefficients are evaluated in the same manner as before:

C1•= ze{• T(X)""

V1 x(72)

DV% 4 Y I,(X)

The coiplete pitching equation thus a'sumes the form,

+ + 0 I() [(-M) ±z CPP IOL) +-~

- ~ O +~*0 X +4 ý*1,( co. r (73)

+ zeC ý -1

The yawing equation, given by the third of Eqs. (67) is amenable to
a similar analysis, the result being

"+ I ] +[

S( 7 4 )
= kvM .-,) + zGP*dI(X o•.

+ I I) I W1 II I I I
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4. ANGULAR MOTIONS ON A CIRCULAR ORBIT

4.1 Existence and Stability of Equilibrium Positions

The general equations of motion developed in the last section apply
to motion along elliptical orbits of small eccentricity and include the
first order effects of aerodynamic and gravitational torques and aero-
dynamic damping. These equations, however, possess "simple" solutions
only in exceptional circumstances and even in these cases, considerable
analysis is required before the complete vehicle motion may be determined.

In order to gain some insight into the complete angular motion of
an artificial satellite without such elaborate analysis, it is instructive
to seex solutions of Eqs. (67) for the case of a circular orbit "
6e ). = o . The assumption of a circular orbit has a certain amount
of practical significance since such orbits are desirable for numerous
satellite applications (e.g., weather prediction, military reconnaissance,
etc.) where stabilization of the vehicle is required. It must be noted,
however, that an exactly circular orbit is impossible considering the
perturbations due to planetary oblateness and atmospheric drag. As a
result, this assumption must be justified primarily on the degree of
mathematical simplification which it affords.

Under the assumptions of a circular orbit, Eqs. (67) simplify to
read

where the first of these results form a direct integration of
as before. Clearly, if k is non-zero, then the rolling velocity, 96,
contains a constant (secular) term which prevents 9 from remaining small.
In this sense, the first of Eqs. (69) establishes an approximate restric-
tion upon the initial conditions which must bc satisfied if the roll angle,

0 , is to remain indefinitely bounded; naý%ely, that F@o -- j7(c) .
Since practical accuracy requirements will probably prevent this precise
condition from being met, it appears that an auxiliary roll-stabilization
system will be necessary if it is required that a body of revolution orbit
with one side directed toward the planet.
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Two important properties of the motion may be determined directly
from Eqs. ('75), even before a complete solution is obtained; these are
the existence and stability of equilibrium orientations of the satellite.
As mentioned above, the rolling motion grows secularly if k 4 o; hence
any equilibrium solutions must necessarily satisfy gT+V = o which
implies f o and, at most, F= go , a constant. From the third of
Eqs. (75) it is seen that f- o is a particular solution only when Gm,"
or J vanishes exactly. Thus, equilibrium solutions for the case of an
aerodynamically responsive satellite exist only for equatorial orbits for
which d a o .

The second of Eqs. (7€) shmos that an equilibrium pitch orientation
is possible every-where since z = Z ?'/(3m ++-) represents a particular
solution. The physical origin of this term is that a steady-state pitch-
ing moment must be provided to counter the damping torque produced 'by the
fact that even in a circular orbit, the satellite is pitching at a rate
equal to its angular velocity in orbit. For practical values of V
and TP* , however, this term is insignificant.

1

Thus, for equatorial orbits, complete equilibrium is theoretically
possible. In this case, the vehicle body axes remain essentially aligned
with the orbital coordinates and the vehicle moves with the same side
always directed to-ward the planet. Concerning the stability of this
equilibrium, it is only necessary to examine the coefficients of the
independent variables on the left-hand sides of Eqs. (75). Stability
exists if the conditions

(76)
P•r + I >

are satisfied. It follows at once that for very slender shapes (for
which M I-I ) pitch stability exists for CP,*>3 while for dynamically
spherical bodies ( m-- o) , pitch stability is indicated for all positive
values of 0(p*. For disk-like bodies, for which the inertia parameter li
approaches unity, the j, axis becomes an axis of least inertia and the
gravitational torques alone are adequate to insure a stable pitch equili-
brium. The yaw equilibrium in circular, equatorial orbits is stable
provided only that 0,* > -I .

The foregoing stabiliLy considerations al'e shown graphically in
Fig. 19.

lln this connection, refer to Fig. 24.
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Figure 19. Stability Boundaries of the Aerodynamic
Parameter (9)p* for Circular Orbits

The general conclusions may be summarized succinctly by noting that
for bodies of revolution with M - '/3 , yaw stability is insured if the
pitching motion is stable, while for M ? 1/3 pitch stability is insured
if the yawing motion is rendered stable. In either case, the rolling
motion may or may not be bounded depending upon whether the precise
initial conditions required by the first of Eqs. (69) can be matched or not.
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4.2 Approximate Behavior of Complete System

The com)lete analytical solutions to Eqs. (75) may be readily
obtained, since the homogeneous equations associated with the second and
third of Eqs. (75) are merely the harmonic equations. The complete
results are

0= 0cg.p-Ar" + S Sin A -t - + Q• /Aý-

CA)Iý~~ ~ ~ Igr+ -r )++O (77)

S= is - i °v- +k(C.our -i) +d(swCO -St (v+

+ M 3:9
where

* (78)

and a , Zp , & are constants defined by the initial conditions
of the motion. Since the orbit is circular, no generality is lost by
taking x--=o as the initial (or injection) point, whereupon there results
(for A>'o , %>o ),

a_ &CO) + Z 1Pp/A" A eeO'

(79)

S=••,/ - ds,,,.,/•, "••?•/•

Now in general, injection into orbit will be accomplished in such a
way- that the initial angular deviations will be small, as will the rolling
and yawing rates $'Co) and 0ýe) . The pitch rate, Go0a) , however, will
generally be of order unity, corresponding to an approximate rectilinear
injection path tangent to the orbit. These considerations suggest that
suitable approximations to Eqs. (77)-(79) are
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v% SvA x + Z.~A A'

The first of Eqs. (80) shows that although the pitching motion is
stable for all , such that A ?_0 , when A becomes too small, the
pitch amplitude may exceed that for small oscillations and the entire
analysis will fail. Likewise, when the natural frequency of the pitching
motion, A , becomes comparable to the orbital frequency (unity) the
motion must be considered effectively divergent. Practically speaking,
then, values of A. I will not be of great value in providing the desired
degree of vehicle orientation, although an estimate of the order of these
effects will be required to higher altitudes even for inertially
stabilized systems.

The terms on the right of the second of Eqs. (74) represent the
steady-state motion of -I . The first term represents that motion which
is induced by the rotation of the atmosphere. Over the altitude range of
interest, the amplitude of this forced motion never exceeds about t4° as
shown in Fig. 11. Moreover, since this forced oscillation is periodic in
•- with period -r , it may be removed by inertial devices such as
inertia wheels, etc., without the device becoming saturated. The second
term represents a constant displacement of the yaw equilibrium. Note that
when the initial conditions are adjusted so that k -o , then the yawing
motion is essentially independent of the aerodynamic characteristics of
the bodyj that is, independent of (?p* . The reason for this independence
is that the aerodynamic damping is virtually negligible, and hence an
aerodynamically stable body (O~,* Pa) aligns itself along the relative
wind vector and moves in phase with it. When -i e'- P,4 (o , the forced
yawing motion becomes 180 out of phase with the forcing function.

Finally, from the third of Eqs. (74), it is seen that the rolling
motion is 900 out of phase with the yawing motion and is wholly oscillatory
provided that the initial conditions are properly adjusted so that k-o0
If k is different from zero, a small secular term will appear, causing

to eventually become large.

Thus when the pitching motion is absent, the rolling and yawing
motions may be approximately displayed on a phase diagram such as shown
in Fig. 20(a) for k=o and as shown in Fig. 20(b) for kov .0
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(a)

Figure 20. Approximate Behavior of the Forced Rolling and
Yawing Motions. (a) k - ; (b) k~o.

4.3 Exact Results for Small Angle Pitching Motion

4.3.1 General

In Section 1.4, it is shown by Eq. (19) that if the rolling and
yawing motions are suppressed, then the pitching motion of a non-spinning
axisymmetric vehicle may be determined explicitly even for large values
of e . Since the problem of obtaining a desired satellite orientation
is principally concerned with the pitching motions, it is appropriate to
discuss this case in detail. Although only the small-angle equations are
discussed explicitly, no fundamental change occurs for large angles. In
this connection it should be noted that Beletskiy (Ref. 27) has solved
this problem analytically in terms of elliptic integrals for the gravity
gradient acting on the dumbbell satellite in a circular orbit.

The complete small-angle solution for the circular orbit pitching
motion may be found from Eqs. (77)-(79) as

,p
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0 (O (a~.A-+ e Sn Av- + - (81)

where A- and • may be expanded from Eqs. (57), (59) and (78) to
read

A•=3M + r

(82)

and where r and Pg are defined by Eqs. (59) as

p _ q -,< _ F'

Thus, the vehicle is characterized by the three parameters F , M and
F' while the orbit is specified by the altitude k and the inclination I

Since Eqs. (81) and (82) present the results in such a concise analytical
form, the separate effects of the various parameters may be readily seen.
For this reason, the following discussion and related figures are mainly
for illustrative purposes.

4.3.2 Effects of Vehicle Parameters

Perhaps of greatest interest is the amplitude of the pitching motions
as a function of the vehicle characteristics and the orbit altitude.
Rewriting Eq. (81) in phase angle form, it is readily found that

(0 " +2.

Figs. 21 and 22 show the results derived from this equation for several
values of M and r , with 9 _.o . Initial (or injection) conditions
of eCe=o)- and o,--)=o.s are employed for definiteness but small
deviations from these values will have little influence on the results. As
before, atmospheric densities have been calculated from the 1959 ARDC
(Minzner) atmosphere, (Ref. 26).

•rI
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Fig. 21 shows clearly that even large values of r have relatively
little effect in containing the pitch oscillations above about 400 miles
altitude, even for M >o . It is seen that the asymptotic (or r =o )
results are very rapidly reached at or near these heights. For those
shapes for which the gravity torques oppose those due to aerodynamic
forces (i.e., ho <o ), the deterioration of small angle motion occurs at
lower altitudes. In all cases, however, it is seen that for altitudes
below about 180 miles, the effect of NJ is negligible, even for the
relatively small values of t' . In this sense, Figs. 21 and 22 permit the
definition of regions of influence of the various external torquesl:

Region I (below 180-200 miles) Aerodynamic torques
dominate the angular motions.

Region II (180-400 miles) Aerodynamic and gravitational
torques are of comparable importance.

Region III (o00- 6 00 miles) Aerodynamic, gravitational and
solar torques are of comparable significance.

Region IV (above 600 miles) Solar and gravitational
torques dominate the angular motions.

Fig. 23 presents the typical effect of " on the actual librations
of a satellite with aerodynamic stability. As expected, the increased
stability associated with increasing M both depresses the amplitude and
shortens the period of the oscillations. For comparison, the corresponding
curve for a gravity gradient stabilized vehicle is also shown.

The effect of fl , as previously mentioned, is too small to be of
practical significance for all reasonable configurations. Fig. 24 presents
the equilibrium angle / versus altitude for several values of Pt/p
in order to substantiate this point. Insofar as the decay of the oscilla-
tions are concerned, Appendix C is to be consulted.

4.3.3 Effects of Orbit Parameters

The effects of orbit altitude are amply displayed in Figs. 21 and 22
and do not require further elaboration. Since the orbit is circular, the
eccentricity is absent and the only remaining parameter is Z , the orbit
inclination. Since Z influences 9 by slightly modifying the magnitude
of the velocity of the satellite relative to the atmosphere, its effects

ISpecific control torques can, of course, transcend any and all external
torques if so desired. These have been omitted consistently in this work.
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may be readily anticipated. Fig. 25 presents a typical numeric result
for & versus 'r to illustrate the effect. Since the order of
magnitude arguments indicated secondary importance for the atmospheric
rotation, it is not surprising that only a small difference between the
retrograde (Z = I od) and progressive (z-e) orbits occur. In general,
it must be concluded that for a spherically symmetric atmosphere, the
orbit inclination is of minor significance compared to (for example) the
eccentricity or perigee altitude. In the presence of atmospheric oblate-
ness, the "spring constant" of the system contains an additional periodic
contribution which considerably complicates the analysis. Since the
governing equation in this case is of the Mathieu type, the discussion of
Section 5 may be used to estimate the effects of atmospheric oblateness.
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5. PITCHING MOTION ON AN ECCENTRIC ORBIT

5.1 Exact Solution of the Homogeneous Pitching Equation

The equation for the pitching motion on an eccentric orbit, including
the first order contributions from the aerodynamic and gravitational
torques is given by Eq. (73) as:

+ z+,* + lX)- , e " = 2 •,I.(\) -[(s,,,'-

++V I

The associated homogeneous equation may be brought into the canonical
form of Hill's differential equation (Wittaker and Watson, Ref. 34,
Page 414) through the introduction of the transformation

(P= -Ur/Z.

whereupon the homogeneous equation becomes

6' + la. + .a, -. cP+ Za,.G-,-4 ---. +=o

where aT4A,; a, zA. Y , - - and the primes now denote
differentiation with respect to 4) . With the definition ;_,= a., the
above equation may also be written as

/I zi " CP
67±{ + ve j 0(83)

This equation is known to have a solution of the form (c.f. Ref. 34, Page 416)

+l
E e (84)

p -I
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where --w and all of the iv are to be determined. Differentiating
Eq. (84) twice with respect to I and substituting into Eq. (83):

-Q' v•=-• •=•

The operation of rearranging the series in the second term above is justi-
Lied since the series given by Eq. (84) may be shown to converge absolutely
In order to obtain a recurrence relationship for the 6j,} , set ?--=•÷,
in the second term of Eq. (85) and adjust the index • so that the expon-
ential terms may be factored out. Factoring the exponential, setting
-p = i. and equating the coefficients of like exponentials yields the

recurrence formula for the t6,.]

6 , + ±• • = o 4 - _Z 1 . . ( 8 6 )

Eqs. (86) constitute an infinite set of linear equations for the
and the undetermined exponent 4. Since the Ja, are completely
specified, the {Jb .4 may be found oncý-ee is known. Wittaker and Watson
(Reff. 34, Page 415) show that_ is the root of the equation

where &ýý) is the infinite determinant of the coefficients of ,V}
in a set of equations obtained from Eqs. (86) by dividing the Vt±_1 equation
by (4,vZ- Z.) to insure convergence. A(o) is & (!) evaluated at

=o, viz:

lThe Fourier series representing C(-) is already known to satisfy this
condition.
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14 -. a, t-a -a 3  -a,

I• -a , 1- a o I o - a o I.? - a•r

-a1  -a1  -__- -___ .._

" B. 4 -a• 4 - a. 4 - a.
A-o- __" -_,_ 1 -- al -_ (88)

-ao - a I a, -a. - a(8

-as - -x _a,. a.
4-a, 4 - a, 4-a. -- .

-B4 -8as -2a -"a
•"IT- -a. I(62,- 116 a,- Ito1- 'ao I ,

Yhere a. cannot be zero or the square of an even integer. 0co) is
called Hill's determinant.

The nature of the solution for e , given by Eq. (85) is grossly
dependent upon the value of -" obtained from Eq. (87). Since _ is a
root of Eq. (87), -,-O is also a root and in general, two linearly
independent solutions to Eq. (83) correspond to these two roots. This
implies that if the complex number , contains a non-zero real part,
then one of the two linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous
equation contains a positive, real exponential factor, and hence this
solution is unbounded for increasing q9 . Note that in the cases where
the solutions corresponding to .'( and ;e are not linearly independent,
the second independent solution contains a logarithmic term and is again
unbounded (Ref. 32, Page 556). Since the complete homogeneous'solution
contains a linear combination of the two independent solutions, it is, in
principle, possible to find initial conditions for the motion such that
the unbounded solution is absent. However, these cases are inherently
unstable and the complete solution is, therefore, said to be unstable for
ReC..) # 0 . The problem thus becomes one of determining the conditions

under which the solution of Eq. (83) is stable; that is, the conditions for
which • is a purely imaginary number.

In order to proceed, define,

f% ,<Xo)S, (" t,4,')
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so that, from Eq. (87),

S i n(89)

Now the fa, are all real so it follows that A(o) is real and hence
three cases are possible for g7, viz! (i) 076o , (ii) o< f"< I
(iii) •_> . Eq. (89) may be readily solved for these three cases to

yield:

"ý' S in j < <i

Sin

These results may be displayed on the complex plane as shown in Fig. 26.

U WSTASlb.E

o< •I STABL.•

Figure 26. Behavior of the Characteristic Exponent•.4c
as a Function of •
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Thus, stable solutions occur only for •f between zero and unity. The
stability of the motion may, therefore, be partially analyzed without
obtaining an explicit solution, merely by determining the conditions under
which o % < i . Unfortunately, this determination requires extensive
numerical calculations since j4 depends upon A(c) and hence upon all of
the Fourier coefficients {a'"I

Before discussing these numerical calculations, however, it is instruc-
tive to obtain explicit solutions to Eqs. (83), for it is noted that once
-4 is known, the solutions for E may be found from Eq. (84). Confining
attention to the stable case wherein ,-4 is purely imaginary (call it
ýAs ), two linearly independent solutions of Eq. (83) are the complex
functions

(90)

Now 6P and l must separately satisfy the recurrence formula of
Eq. (86) so that,

+W

(91)

n= -ca

The second of Eqs. (91) may also be written as

whereupon, comparing Eq. (92) and the first of Eqs. (91), one concludes
that 6 and A_ satisfy the same recurrence formula and hence,



,:2

6 6- 6-,0

The two solutions given by Eqs. (9) ther becom

-a (93)

The u=knovn (•6 nuay be found from the firrt of Eqe. (91). Since "hi!
recurrence formula Is real,, it follows that the [6A are also real.
Constant multiple@ of thoa sm and difference of the two solutions c-vn by
fqs. (93) yield rerpectively the two linearly independent real solutions

and (94)

Finally. the complete hoingw.neous 'clition for • is giwn by

6(o) = a e~c4P) +• eS .)

where a and G are constants (which must be real if 9 is to be a real
function of the real variable 4 ) determined by the initial conditions
of the motion.

Eqs. (94) show that the solution for 6 ti wholly periodic of poriod
o or Zw on1 when 4• is an integer, which mane that these ;eriodic

solutions occur only at the respective comers =W - o or 'W '= of
Fig. 26. Thus, the unstable regions of the solution are bounded by purely
periodic solutions. In the case of Mathieu's equation (where only a.
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and (S differ from zero), these periodic solutions have been named Mathieu
functions and are designated as even or odd according to whether they
reduce to the cosine or sine function as a-,-O (Refs. 32-34). In the
general Hill problem, the corresponding functions do not appear to have
been tabulated.

In principle, the foregoing analysis yields the complete homogeneous
solution for 4 , provided that the exponent --k may be determined from
Eq. (87). The evaluation of zaCo) which is required for the calculation
of --A< , hcwever, poses certain practical problems of convergence for
moderate to large values of a8 ; that is, for large values of (G* . The
convergence of a(o) may be studied by the analysis which follows.

Consider Eq. (88) for Mathieu's differential equation wherein only
ac and a, differ from zero. Then the typical term in the Vt_ row

of 4(o) adjacent to the main diagonal (of which every term is unity) reads

ZJ)7 - CO

all other terms being zero.

Now for numerical purposes the infinite Hill determinant is replaced
by a large but finite determinant, say Czvi-) by Cz(a +0) . Let
a»>> Cz-m)4-. Near the center, the determinant then appears a6

0ao o...........
e_ l£o...........

. & . . . . . . . . . .

S........ I •o

........... o I
S......... o1_.

since Cz.v) is negligible compared to a, for 1. :_• .

A determinant with such symmetry may be expanded by considering the
following 4 x 4 example:



Iao

64~

00

D4= o• oMultiplyFing the first, row by 6 and subtracting from the slecond,,

0 1-F-F00

D4 = o 4 1 e =+ o0 i

o oD

or

This relation may be readily generalized to any size determinant, viz:

Thus,

DI 1

D•) -S I -7.

D4I =I Se 5+F-4

Dsr = I-4E+ 3E4-_E 6 e4-G.

which may be further generalized to read (to toers of order 4 )

D I + C1.-,n)6S -(4t.r+G) E4+D•Z
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This expression shows clearly that as long as a. >7 (.Zi), examining
successively larger sizes of determinants will now show convergence regard-
less of the size of 5 > 0 . Convergence does not begin to be seen until
the determinant is sufficiently large so that CZ.0) transcends ;3 ,
after which tho convergence should be fairly rapid. The result also
generalizes to the Hill problem where all ial may be present.

Thus, the evaluation of Hill's determinant, which is troublesome even
with the aid of a high speed computer, prevents the wholly analytical
solution of even the homogeneous problem from being achieved. For small
values of a., the procedure outlined above may be carried out manually.
The solution of the non-homogeneous equation may then be obtained by the
method of variation of parameters (Ref. 37, Page 122). The technique
should yield meaningful results if applied to the librations of the
dumbbell-shaped satellite moving on an eccentric orbit, but for the case
where aerodynamic influences are of interest, the method is too cumbersome
to be of direct value.

5.2 Stability of the Natural (Unforced) Motion

The foregoing analytic solution is of considerable value, however,
in providing a qualitative description of the stability of the unforced
angular motion on an elliptical orbit. Since stable motion can only
exist for o < [ , it follows that

is the requirement for bounded motion. When co is not the square of an
even integer, a sufficient condition for stable (bounded) motion is
o < A(*) < I ; however, there is no reason to expect 6C() to remain

on this interval.

The circumstances under which the above inequality is violated may
be examined by considering the integer values of F . In cases where

a, is near an odd square, sji-v•- z) will be close to unity while
A(Co) will be determined essentially by all of the jan. and will be

relatively insensitive to small changes in ao . Regarding &Co) as
independent of a. for the latter near an odd square, three subcases
result: (i) For ACc)4 I , the motion remains bounded as a. approaches
(zn+I- a) I . (ii) For C(o - I , a single unstable point occurs for each
a, = Ct?_ ni- I) . Since WI= % in this case, 'f = i and Eqs. (94) show

that periodic solutions of period zar exist. (iii) For (CO > I , a
region of instability may be associated with each a, = (Cz+ to At
the boundaries of this region, II= 1 and hence periodic solutions of
period z1Y occur on these boundaries.
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The case of a.= CL& has been excluded in the construction of
&Co) and hence this case requires special treatment. It is not difficult
to show that although 6ACc) is undefined at a,,= C7,n) , IFapproaches
a definite limit as a, -* C.%). Unfortunately, this limit is not
readily calculable. In the special case where all of the a• save a.
vanish, &Co>) I and .-- (7.n)' are the eigenvalues of the sine
problem. Since 'e = o in this case, Eqs. (94) show that periodic solu-
tions of period Tr result. When the other j are present, a similar
behavior is seen, with the possibility that another region of instability
may be associated with each l- = (Zn) 7.

The foregoing discussion brings out the essential features of the
problem of stability determination. The specific behavior may be described
as follows: Let all of the •a] be fixed with the exception of one, and
let this one be permitted to vary. As it does, zk(o) will, in general,
exhibit an oscillatory behavior which will cause ' to leave the range
of 0 < I . Corresponding to < <e and >. , the motion will
be completely unstable. Corresponding to W =o and 9-= I , periodic
(and therefore bounded) solutions of period 1f and ?1Y respectively
exist, but the two solutions given by Eqs. (94) become linearly dependent
in each case and the second independent solution will be found to be
unbounded (Ref. 32). Thus, alternate regions of stable and unstable motion
will generally be encountered, with each unstable region bounded by periodic
functions of period 11 or eir.

Since this behavior is evident even when only a* and a, differ
from zero, it is convenient to continue this discussion for the Mathieu
equation. The stable and unstable regions for this problem have been
described by numerous authors (Refs. 32-35) and may be displayed on a plot
of ac versus a, (c.f., Ref. 33, Fig. 166). For the present case,
however, both ac and a, (and indeed all the t -a, in the complete
problem) depend upon the four physical parameters 0>, , M , 6 and

S, as seen from Eq. (73). For illustrative purposes, assume M = o and
neglect 6 in comparison to 0, 1() • Then Eq. (83) specializes as

+ {j 1G.4 *.\ + 2 [4G I ] z 4c e

Thus, the stable and unstable regions on the a- a plane may be mapped
into corresponding regions on the G,* - X plane. Fig. 27 presents an
approximate construction of these regions based upon Ref. 33, and is
intended for qualitative examination only.

The nature of the stability boundaries, as determined from Mathieu's
problem, appear as follows for a given configuration: A maximum perigee
altitude exists for any given eccentricity such that the motion may be
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stable everywhereI. Within this stable region, however, lie isolated
regions of instability. In some cases these regions reduce to merely
lines, particularly for large values of 0, * (low altitudes) and small
values of X (low eccentricities), but in other cases the regions may
be large. A typical orbit will begin at some value of hp and 6 and
6 will start to decrease while hp remains fairly constant. During

this decay, X will drop rapidly and CP*'will increase (due to the
increase in 0. ), both effects tending toward greater stability of the
angular motion. However, it appears quite possible that these changes
will carry the motion into a small but finite region of instability, and
that the vehicle may dwell there long enough to begin tumbling. It is
also possible that hp and E would initially place the vehicle in an
unstable region, while the subsequent orbit decay would move it out of
this region.

These results correspond to intuition. When the aerodynamic stability
margin is very great, the motion should be stable as it is at low altitudes.
When the margin is small, the possibility of unstable motion exists,
particularly since the natural frequency of the aerodynamically induced
oscillation (being of order -. ) may become comparable to the orbital
frequency. Furthermore, for a given value of G' the stability is
greater for small values of X than for X large, as might be expected.

The catastrophic nature of the amplitude build-up possible in these
small unstable regions is illustrated in the section dealing with results
of the numeric integration of the equation of motion, and hence no further
elaboration of this general subject appears warranted here. It is suffi-
cient to note that the problem of passive satellite stability appears to
depend primarily on the rate at which the amplitude increases when an
unstable region is encountered.

5.3 Stability of the Forced Motion

The preceding section has shown the solution of the homogeneous
equation to contain numerous unstable regions. The addition of periodic
excitation (or forcing) will not, in general, mitigate this condition
and in fact, will generally compound the difficulties by permitting
resonances to occur.

An analysis of the forced motion, based upon the properties of second
order differential equations with periodic coefficients has been performed
by Juelich in Volume III of this series of reports (Ref. 2) and need not
be repeated here. The essential result for this discussion, is that the
only effect of the periodic excitation is to induce a resonance when the

IFor 0 >o , and >'p C>o , this maximum altitude lies at infinity.
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period of the homogeneous solution and that of the forcing function
coincideI. In terms of the transformed variable fP , this occurs when-
ever the homogeneous solu bion is periodic of period 1Y, or whenever
S= o. Since this point is excluded from the stable range of the
homogeneous solutions, no additional instabilities in the motion occur
due to forcing.

The addition of periodic forcing, however, does permit periodic
solutions of period 1Y (the period of the forcing function in 4 ) to
be found for all non-resonant conditions. From Ref. 2, this may be shown
as follows:

Let &@ be that solution of the complete equation, Eq. (73), that
has

and let 1/ and 6z be those solutions of the homogeneous equation,
Eq. (83) that have, respectively,

(95)

Comparing these initial conditions with Eqs. (94), it is seen that

P=-40 (96)

In general, any arbitrary solution of Eq. (73) may be written

1 rhat is, when the system is "forced" at its natural frequency, (the
frequency of the homogeneous solution), "resonance" is said to exist.
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If it is now required that ) be periodic or period IT (in 4 ), then
it may be shown (Ref. 2) that suitable constants 0. and <B satisfy the
matrix equation

where the determinant of W is the Wronskian of the solutions Ie, e cevaluated at (P =- V, and I is the identity matrix. A unique periodic

solution of period 1r is then seen to exist if the matrix (t-w) is
non-singular. With the help of Eqs. (94) and (96),. it may also be seenthat

and so (I-W) is singular only for As- o , which has been identified
as the resonant case.

The existence of a unique periodic particular solution for all
./•CS•&O insures the existence of a bounded solution of the complete
problem for all non-resonant conditions. In the uxibtable regions, however,
slight deviations from this periodic solution will amplify and the solu-
tion becomes unbounded. This behavior is illustrated in Section 5.5. It
is to be noted that as resonance is approached, the periodic solution may
grow in amplitude so that in the neighborhood of a resonance, the motion,
although bounded, may have a prohibitively large amplitude.
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Figure 27. Stability Boundaries on the x-X
Plane Based upon Mathieu's Equation
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5.4 Approximate Solution of Complete Pitching Equation

The preceding section has shown that in general, the complete solu-
tion of the equation for the pitching motion of an aerodynamically respon-
sive satellite is quite complicated and extensive numerical computations
are required. The scope of these calculations is such that a solution
may be obtained with little more effort by a direct numerical integration
of the equations of motion; this latter approach requiring only few
simplifying assumptions.

It is of considerable value, however, to have available a completely
analytical, albeit app. )ximate, solution to the equations of motion. Such
a solution has been obtained using the method of variation of parameters
to solve a reduced version of Eq. (73). The reduction is accomplished by
assuming the orbital eccentricity to be sufficiently small so that
1,(A) << 1oCX) and all T,(> , ri ,=3z, 3 "" multiplying 6 may

be neglected. Thus, the homogeneous equation is reduced to Mathieu's
equation. If, in addition, all terms involving 2 except the first are
neglected as excitation in Eq. (73), the equation takes the form

•9 + A•+•c'.•v :_n D. +o X C,, S,, I %Y -,r- (97)

where, from Eqs. (71) and (72),

A 1A0 M 3M +2~t0 C

Do 2 o

Eq. (97) is in the standard form of a non-homogeneous Mathieu equation
with harmonic excitation. In order to place Eq. (97) in the customary
form for\a variation of parameters solution (e.g., Ref. 17), it is neces-
sary to dep~ess the order of the equation by writing

~ (98)
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Then

Oz"+ A + c- -z. r] (99)
Sea =

are the pair of first order equations equivalent to Eq. (97).

The zeroth order, or reference solution which will be varied is
taken as the circular orbit solution of Eq. (77):

a= C.- AV + SC ,,A-r + Do/A:z (100)

where the "constants" CL and ( will be varied such that Eqs. (99) are
satisfied by an equation of tue. form of Eq. (100). Thus,

Ct C*o..A t -4 <ZP sin A--,- + Do /Az

CZ -aA S A - (A C%.., A-"

and (101)

e/=a r. (A- B +SinAV e•e

Substituting these results in Eqs. (99) yields, for A --

CL a. I C.A-v- + G/sin Av" =>

algebraic equations for the derivatives a and om' . A non-trivial

solution for these derivatives is assured by Cramerts rule provided that
the determinant of the coefficients does not vanish. In this case it is
clear that
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ca-* A,%C soAv-
--S44 A" X'o' ArI

and hence a solution may be found. The solutions which result after
suitable algebraic and trigonometric substitutions are

a I t5 s ,•. {.' ,+1• -u- + S ,v (.ZA,-() 2* e. -A-A +I) -r

C4-ýA-I) - teu-I1 +Z {MC~..o(A +n~)V-r - C~o-*CA v~-Y%

(102)

aCr +o r• h -e + C to.zA -o i ) V- -IZc.,O- ) Since he

4AL EA__

+ Sto. LZA -1)Ir I +ZZi[s C A + CA, ~S.~ Av')1
nout

Eqs. (102) are exact at this point, but. in order to proceed, it is neces-
sary to perform - the integrations to obtaini CZ CO) and (B (-r) . Since the
quantities at and G appear on the right-hand sides of these expressions,
the integration must involve iteration. If C and 5 do not vary
rapidly, however, an acceptable first-order approximation may be obtained
by integrating Eqs. (102) regarding CE and (B as constant and equal to
their mean values or the right of these equations. Thus, for A ' 0 :

. -- ZA_-_- o-_ZA_ - 1) + s,,,"v-r sin ,",

+ S Z c4-atr S i n2AV- + S.~j (.4 AL - I
ZA (4Ac--) (103)

+ - _ + C A sn-•v.,•- C+•" Av-

EI
Yl flC4. ,i o-r,,i,,-A

÷ • z.Au, + •4(.,._ ,')



z" [ZA (c-- -e ,AT + S.,4n -L , S .n V

Z A-==-_,_ .(,,A). (104)

,•. VA -C A -

where a, and C5, are the values of these quantities at 1'=o and where
E. and E denote mean values. Inserting the above results into Eq. (I0K)
and collecting terms, the following first-order approximation results:

ac" (C.. "-•' - 1,)- - Sn -vXr- C4"--A IV
4 A:?- - 1 4AL O- --

SF- + ? A- + 1ýZ S'Si CA,% (105 1)

Z Do + s -Y%)[--

This solution is completed once i and • have been determined. Applyinp
the mean value theorem,

= t c) dt , e+c.

to Eqs. (103) and (104) with -r= zN•1•t- = o. O } % •.



a [I 4A7'+I lV4 Nr

At 4l W (A.L'.S4 AL- +4S"d A WN--

A r W P% (4N A`

g + CA- 4L +k 4A" ,4N"

0 (- 4• l"- (- A)

, i (A - ) A

When N >>I ,thes•e expressions may be approximated by

Introducing Eqs. (106) into Eqs. (105), and defining

4 At -I

ao D. D/ A2-((7

+-
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'-here results,

ýi-L" 1aC1 S CO ._,x ) + Z,', "BI i -"A V"

+~-) Si ZScn kvv

flu't

For the rarge of eccentricities for which Eq. (10P) Is fjxycted '0

rea3or.ably ap;proximate the actual solution, the last sunmation should be
negligible compared to the first suinmatior. Moreover, since prrdu.-" Cf
the form id., shoul' ,k negLivIble compared to d. , Eq. (ice) may be
approximated by

.•7 C [Lr),_ C I c ,, V- + -Z A n-]r C.&. A,-,ro

e ( i-% ZJ aA eV-vj$Sv %v (109)

In the notation of Section 5.3, the solutiont e0 , , and are
found to bp:

eC = -• ]C-o-A- [r] sin -

(1c)

S %r jCcO..itv-+ Sin X.VX

IT-,
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Z) C- [ASon-r- Y% S~vh A v]r (11o)
Az A Y(cont.)

where second order terms have been neglected in composing 9. • The
homogeneous solutions obtained in Eq. (110) correspond to the first order
solution to the Mathieu equation obtained by Struble and Fletcher (Ref. 35)
using a modified variation of parameters approach. In addition, for the
dumbbell satellite, the 3olution &.(vr) becomes

E Stn4 V- - sv, -x (in)

which has also been obtained by Frick and Garber (Ref. 28).

Eqs. (110) have been compared with the corresponding solutions deter-
mined by direct numeric integration of the "exact" equation of the
pitching motion. Two cases &-e examined: the gravity gradient stabilized
dumbbell satellite and a body with r= o.i , M = and : = o
orbiting at 200 mile perigee altitude. The results are presented in
Figs. 28 and 29 respectively, for small eccentricity orbits.

Fig. 28 shows that the approximate analytical results accurately
reproduce the numeric computations for the dumbbell satellite. As shown
by Frick and Garber (Ref. 28), the solution iC(•-%) given by Eq. (111)
for the dumbbell satellite is a good approximation for eccentricities as
high as one-tenth, and hence the results presented here merely confirm
this earlier work. When aerodynamic torques are present, however, the
situation is complicated by the appearance of an infinite series in r. .
For the particular conditions used for Fig. 29, satisfactory convergence
was obtained by using only the first three terms in 0.o and in general,
five to six terms should be adequate for even the largest eccentricities
of interest. Note from Fig. 29(b) that although 01 and &a are dupli-
cated rather well by the approximate solution, 6. shows a significant
deviation from the exact results.

In general, the agreement between the approximate and exact results
appears sufficiently good so that Eqs. (110) may be used to estimate the
effects of orbital eccentricity on the vehicle's librations, at least for
small va•lues of E . It must be noted, however, that the values
A = D, , I are excluded from consideration since Eqs. (110)
become singular for these values. Accordingly, for an investigation of
the nature of the motion near the stability boundaries, numeric integra-
tion appears required.
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5.5 Numerical Results

5.5.1 General

The purpose of this portion of the study is to determine the nature
of the satellite's pitching motion on a slightly eccentric orbit when aero-
dynamic and gravitational torques act. The form of the governing differen-
tial equation suggests that the paramount question to be answered is
whether or not the regions of instability suspected to be imbedded in the
region of satellite motion do, in fact, exist and whether or not these
regions actually destabilize the vehicle. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, the
analytic solution of the pitching equation is discussed and a stability
diagram, Fig. 27, is presented, showing that for X small and/or Gp`
large, stable motion is to be expected, while for > large and/or cp*
small, unstable motion will generally predominate.

Inasmuch as this analytical treatment relies on a number of assump-
tions about the relative magnitudes of the various factors appearing in
the complete equation, one objective of the numerical analysis is to
verify the existence of stability boundaries at least qualitatively similar
to those presented in Fig. 27. Moreover, the numerical analysis is also
intended to substantiate the assumptions and order-of-magnitude argume-ts
made in arriving at the approximate equations of motion. Finally, th
numerical analysis must give a clear picture of the satellite's angular
oscillations aS a function of time and/or position on the orbit, so that
frequencies, amplitudes, required initial conditions, etc., may be
determined.

It may be asked at the outset if it is possible to determine the
boundedness of the motion for all time from a detailed integration of the
differential equation over one orbit. The results of an analysis of
second-order, non-homogeneous, linear differential equations with periodic
coefficients (Ref. 2) indicate that such a determination is generally
possible. This analysis also reveals several parameters which may be
calculated specifically for this purpose.

The results presented in this section are based upon the direct
numeric integration of the "exact" equation of pitching motion, determined
in Section 3.1. Inasmuch as Ref. 2 contains all of the details relative
to the IBM 704 computer program used for this purpose, only the essential
elements are discussed here.

The basic differential equation which is solved is the second of
Eqs. (46) presented in Section 3.1. This equation is

-1 •c-+ZQpie=ZrL +VP (112)
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where

P (I4{ + _(GI~c~~K - E-L

E S in "Lr-

V 1-- 0 (113)

P rl

The following geophysical constants are employed:

,- - 1.407,697,7 x 1016 feet 3 /sec 2

aE- YE 20,902,131 feet(3)

'Oa= 0u.- 7.292,115,1 x lO-5 radians/sec.

and the atmospheric density variation is taken from the 1959 ARDC (Minzner)
atmosphere (Ref. 26).

The computer program generates the three solutions to the exact pitch-
ing equation 6. , O, and &L (see Section 5.3) as functions of -v-
from v-=o to i-=z•i. In addition, the constants CL and (S associated
with the unique periodic solution are computed for those cases where
(1-vur) is non-singular. These constants, or weights, may be interpreted
as the initial conditions which are required in order that the motion be
precisely periodic and, therefore, bounded. An upper bound on the amplitude
is also computed for each orbit.

The basic variables under study are the configuration parameters ,
, M and the orbit parameters (or elements) 1 , E and 4 . For

the purposes of conparison, a wide range of these parameters are investi-
gated in various combinations using the digital computer program described
above. A small analog computer mechanization is also employed for check
purposes. The results of these studies are described below.
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5.5.2 Di;3cussion of Results

5.5.2.1 Range of Variables

The six significant parameters enumerated above were studied over
the following ranges:

0 (" S too - 1o _o.oZs

o S.. r iooo ;4/sAu..qT ia2:5 _ 40o s+-.4de Ydes

-I -0 <S I o& 9 •.

The separate effects of these variables are discuosed in the following

sections.

5.5.2.2 Effects of Aerodynamic Damping

In Section 4.3, dealing with the circular orbit results, it is
shown that the aerodynamic damping has an insignificant effect on 'he
vehicle's angular oscillations. In the current numeric investigation,
values of F. up to 100 fail to show any effect whatever on the angular
motion on the circular or eccentric orbits1 . Analog computer results
likewise reveal no appreciable effect of aerodynamic damping at altitudes
as low as 100 miles and values of R up to 1,000.

These calculations indicate that the analytical estimates of the
time-to-damp to half-amplitude (see Appendix C) and the order of magnitude
arguments of Section 3.3 are substantially correct. Accordingly, it is
concluded that the aerodynamic damping has essentially no direct effect on
the vehicle's angular motion, at least during the time interval for which
the orbit elements may be regarded as constants. The presence of even a
small positive damping term, however, indicates that the motion cannot
grow without bound, although the amplitude may become excessively large.
For the purpose of examining the pitching motion further, the aerodynamic
damping will be taken as zero. This allows the vehicle to be character-
ized by the two configuration parameters r and N1.

5.5.2.3 Effects of Orbit Inclination

The effects of orbit inclination have been discussed briefly in
Section 4.3. Inasmuch as the atmosphere has bcen assumed spherically
symmetric for this work, the entire effect of j is taken into account in

lln this case results for =o and F l 1oo agreed through the four

decimal places printed.
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the term V' /V. For a given value of I , this term may be regarded
as only slightly altering the values of r and l and accordingly, no
numeric results are presented for this portion of the study.

While the neglected oblateness of the a-imosphere produces no
major direct effect on the motion, it does introduce a second harmonic in
the density variation; this harmonic having period T- rather than period
Z Tr . Thus, even in a circular orbit, the govrý.ning equation for the

pitching motion becomes of the Hill type, and in view of the analysis of
Sections 5.2 and 5.3, unstable conditions may exist for this case. This
problem appears to require further study.

5.5.2.4 Effects of Initial Conditions

The constants a and (Z , determined from Section 5.3,may be
associated directly with the initial conditions of the motion and indicate
the importance of the initial conditions in composing the periodic parti-
cular solution of the equation of motion. The results of the numeric
calculations show the solution corresponding to 49 (that solution of the
homogeneous equation which has .Cco) = i , ,'Co) = o) to be given an
extremely small weight; essentially zero. As shown in Ref. 2, Op must
be an odd function whenever Pt ý c and so Op will be principally odd
for small, non-zero, values of r . It is clear that if the periodic
particular solution contains e, with a non-vanishing weight, then it
cannot be odd. Thus e, should be formally absent from G, for r,

5.5.2.5 Effects of Remaining Parameters

The parameters r and MI influence the motion in essentially
the same way and their effects cannot be separated. Similarly, the
effects of Vp and e are nost conveniently treated together.

Figs. 30 and 31 illustrate the behavior of the pitching motion on
the elliptical orbit (6- =.o s) at 400 miles perigee altitude when r' or
N1 or both are permitted to vary. For Fig. 30, only a very small amount
of aerodynamic stability is present; r =o.io . Fig. 30(a) shows the
solutions for M- =o and Fig. 30(b) shows the results when M- = I'. In
this case, the significant effect of NJ on the amplitude and frequency of
the oscillations is easily seen. For Figs. 31(a) and (b), on the other
hand, a large aerodynamic stability margin is present, with r ioo.
Again Fig. 31(a) shows the results for M = o while Fig. 31(b) presents
the solutions for J =1I . In this case the effect of M is substantially
reduced. This general behavior characterizes the interplay between r
and M throughout the altitude and eccentricity range, although at lower
altitudes, the potential effect of "- is greatly reduced while at higher
altitudes, the effects of even large values of r may be readily trans-
cended by v . These results are in general agreement with the circular
orbit results of Section 4.3.
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Figs. 32(a) through 32(g) illustrate the typical effect of
increasing eccentricity while holding the perigee altitude and all of the
vehicle parameters constant. As expected, the increased eccentricity both
increases the amplitude and lengthens the period. For the particular set
of parameters chosen for this example, an unstable condition is encountered
between =D•.ooz and c=o,.oo33. Further discussion of these unstable
regions is presented in the following section.

5.5.2.6 Stability of the Motion

The numeric integration has confirmed the existence of stability
boundaries similar to those presented in Fig. 27. The qualitative behavior
of the vehicle as it passes through these regions of stability and insta-
bility during the course of its orbit decay is described in Section 5.3
and need not be repeated here. However, it is of interest to note that
the length of time the vehicle may dwell in an unstable region without
catastrophic amplitude build-up depends upon the matrix W of Section 5.3
and upon the amount of deviation from the periodic particular solution
associated with the orbital conditions (Ref. 2).

In order to illustrate quantitatively the behavior of the motion
when an unstable region is entered, Figs. 33(a) through 33(c) have been
constructed showing three complete revolutions of a satellite on its orbit
for each of three orbital eccentricities, all other orbit and vehicle
parameters being held constant. In each figure, the dotted curve repre-
sents the purely periodic particular solution, while the solidr curve
represents the motion corresponding to a 20 initial misalignment of the
vehicle. The three eccentricities could well be encountered by a satellite
as the orbit decays due to aerodynamic drag.

In Fig. 33(a), 6=o.o S-, the motion is stable and the solution
corresponding to the initial 20 misalignment merely oscillates about the
periodic particular solution. Fig. 33(b), however, is the same vehicle at
an eccentricity of e =o°o.o, which lies in one of the unstable regions.
It is noted that in slightly more than two revolutions, the amplitude has
built up to the point where the vehicle will certainly begin to tumble.
In Fig. 33(c), however, the unstable region has been passed and the motion
is again stable. Upon comparing the solutions for the first half revolu-
tion in all three cases, it is seen that they appear very similar, which
might lead to the incorrect conclusion that the motion for =6o.ozo would
be substantially the same as for e=o.ozs or G=O.O/S. Moreover, the
periodic particular solutions appear quite similar for the three cases.

Since the passive oscillations of any vehicle permit it to have
an infinity of possible initial conditions upon entry into an unstable
region, it is clear that the behavior of the motion shown in Figs. 33 must
be regarded as typical. Thus, the situation resolves to the point where
passive stabilization of artificial satellites depends upon the rate at
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which the oscillations grow when unstable conditions are encountered during
the orbit decay. These unstable regions will be encountered even by
gravity gradient stabilized satellites of non-spherical shape since solar
and aerodynamic eifects produce a changing center of pressure whicif, in
general, will not coincide with the vehicle's mass center. The situation
can be improved by designing the vehicle for the maximum aerodbnmic
stability possible (see Fig. 27), but the isolated unstable regions still
exist, and must be considered.

In general, the design of a passively stabilized satellite will
require precise knowledge of the desired orbit, and the anticipated orbit
decay. The stability boundaries for the complete problem must then be
determined in a form similar to Fig. 27. The external shape (Op,') and
internal mass distribution (M) of the vehicle may then be decided upon
such that the vehicle spends its useful lifetime in a stable region. An
alternative is the use of active attitude control systems which may
shorten the vehicle's useable lifetime or compromise some of its other
functions.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The general equations governing the angular motion of a rigid
satellite are derived considering the orbital motion to be independent of
the angular motion and specified. Both gravitational and aerodynamic
torques are included, the latter being developed in a linearized coeffi-
cient form consistent with conventional aerodynamic approximations. The
atmosphere is assumed to be spherically symmetric but rotating. Aerody-
namic damping is also included but other torques, such as those due to
solar radiation pressure, are considered briefly and shown to be negligible
at those altitudes where aerodynamic effects are significant.

By assuming the orbital eccentricity and the angular deviations from
the orbital coordinates to be small, a system of linearized but coupled
equations for the pitching, yawing and rolling motions of a non-spinning,
axisymmetric satellite is obtained. These equations show the vehicle to
be characterized by the dimensionless aerodynamic parameters GIV, ?F,
and 6? (which describe the static aerodynamic restoring moment and the
aerodynamic damping) and the inertia ratio parameter, N1 (which describe:s
the dynamic "shape" of the vehicle). The orbit is specified by the
exponential atmosphere parameter X , the orbital eccentricity 6 , and
the atmospheric rotation parameter d . The equation for the vehicle's
pitching motion is shown to remain independent of those for the yawing and
rolling motions when aerodynamic effects are considered. The rolling and
yawing equations, however, remain coupled because of the rotating reference
frame employed. The angular velocities induced by perturbaticns, such as
those due to Earth oblateness, atmospheric drag, etc., are found to be
negligible compared to the angular velocity of the satellite's motion in
the orbit. In addition, it is shown that for small eccentricity orbits,
the ratio of the velocity relative to the atmosphere to the inertial
velocity remains constant.

The resulting equations of angular motion for the combined influence
of aerodynamic and gravitational torques on an axisymmetric satellite are
found to be linear. Order of magnitude arguments are presented which
permit the equation for the rolling motion to be integrated directly and
the equations for the pitching and yawing motions to be greatly simplified.
A Fourier series expansion of the periodic coefficients of these equations,
assuming an exponential density variation and small orbital eccentricities,
yields approximate equations of the non-homogeneous Hill type which, for
very small eccentricities, reduce to equations of the non-homogeneous
Mathieu type.

The equations of motion are solved for the case of a circular orbit,
and both qualitative and quantitative descriptions of the pitching, rolling
and yawing motions are found. It is shown that in this case, the motion is



completely characterized by the three configuration variables, (P,
* and N1 , and by the atmospheric rotation parameter, ,c . It is

shown that the rotation of the atmosphere with the Earth induces a steady-
state yawing motion of the vehicle which prevents yaw equilibrium from
being achieved for other than equatorial orbits. For equatorial orbits,
a completely stable equilibrium is found to be possible for TP. >- I
or T,,* > 3wj , whichever is larger, indicating that slender bodies
become unstable at lower altitudes than do blunt bodies. Although the
pitching and yawing motions may be rendered stable by proper design of
axisymmetric vehicles, the rolling motion will, in all but exceptional
circumstances, contain a small secular term which will cause 0 to even-
tually build up to large values. This effective divergence may be
eliminated by relaxing the restriction to axisynmetric shapes or by
providing active roll-yaw stabilization.

The effects of the various configuration and orbit variables are
studied for the circular orbit case. It is found that gravity gradient
effects will generally not dominate the motion until altitudes in excess
of 300-400 miles are achieved, while at lower altitudes, even small
amounts of aerodynamic stability will suffice to override the gravitational
torques. The aerodynamic damping and the orbit inclinaLi on are shown to
have only secondary effects on the pitching motion.

The general pitching motion on an eccentric orbit is investigated
based upon the properties of Hill's differential equation. The exact
solution is discussed and an analysis of the stability of the solution is
performed. It is found that numerous unstable regions may be encountered,
in which any small deviations from a purely periodic motion (of period
equal to the orbital period) will amplify. Thus, stable motion exists
only for certain specified combinations and values of the parameters r,
N1 , ip and E . The periodic forcing or excitation, which is a

natural consequence of combining aerodynamic and gravitational torques, is
shown to permit a resonance phenomenon toQccur on the boundaries of the
previously found unstable regions.

The results of this analysis indicate that the ability to passively
stabilize an artificial satellite rests on whether or not the orbit decay,
produced by atmospheric drag, causes the vehicle to enter one of the
unstable regions and to dwell there sufficiently long for the angular
oscillations to grow excessively large. Some results of extensive numeric
integrations of the equation of pitching motion are presented to illustrate
the catastrophic nature of these unstable regions which may appear in a
situation giving the outward appearance of stability. In this connection,
the sensitivity of the motion to the initial conditions is studied. An
approximate solution for the pitching motion on an elliptical orbit is also
obtained using the method of variation of parameters. The results are
compared with a numerical integration of the complete governing equation.
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It is concluded that the aerodynamic influences play a decisive role
in the angular motion of an Earth satellite, whether or not the vehicle
is intended to be aerodynamically stabilized. Since it will be virtually
impossible to insure that the center of pressure and the mass center
exactly coincide on any given satellite, even these small residual aero-
dynamic torques constitute what is potentially a major disturbing
influence on the satellite's orientation. Through proper vehicle design,
however, these aerodynamic influences may be used to achieve partial or
complete attitude stabilization and control. In particular, the design of
a satellite for maximum aerodynamic stability appears to reduce the
likelihood of encountering an unstable region, at least for low eccentri-
city orbits.

The need for additional and immediate effort in this general area is,
indicated by these results. Two problems of significance are: (1) the
further study of the properties of the non-homogeneous Hill equation found
to govern the satellite's pitching motion (in order to obtain the stability
boundaries with a high degree of accuracy), and (2) the synthesis of active
aerodynamic and inertial attitude control systems based upon the results
presented herein.
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APPENDIX A

GRAVITATIONAL TORQUES ON A RIGID BODY

Consider a collection of mass points WA viewed from an inertial
refence frame. Denote the inertial position vector to the ith particle
by Qj . Then the equation of motion for this ith particle is simply

Now if the ith position vector is cross multiplied into each side of this
equation, and sum taken over the N particles of the collection, the
result

is obtained. Next define the mass center of the collection in the usual

way (Ref. 31) such that

;Y (A-3)
£=0

-9

where i, is the position vector of the ith particle measured in axes
fixed in the mass center. Denote the inertial position vector of the mass
center by r" * Then clearly

and the left-hand side of Eq. (A-2), which is the net torque on the
collection, becomes

Also, since Fj = F6  (5. K•ORNA ), the torque due to the internal
forces cancel in pairs and the first summation is simply r x Fr
the moment of the total external force about the inertial origin. The
right-hand side of the equation of motion, Eq. (A-2), expands as
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dN

E + T
cit "I, '

where

N

SC(A-5)

and all time derivatives of 7i are relative to inertial space. By the
well-known Coriolis' law (Ref. 31), these inertial time derivatives may be
rewritten in terms of derivatives with respect to the rotating frame fixed
in the collection with origin in the mass center, as

so that

at + (A-6)

For a rigid collection ?in = o and by Eq. (A-3) the last term in
Eq. (A-6) vanishes. For the same reason, the second term on the right of
Eq. (A-4) also vanishes. Finally, the last term on the right of Eq. (A-4)
is simply

since the total mass of the collection is assumed to be constant. The
complete equation of angular motion is, therefore,

A

I:
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i=1 Lu'

The first and last terms in this exprtession cancel since together they
simply represent the position vector r , cross multiplied into Newton's
second law written for the mass center of the collection. The only
remaining term on the right of Eq. (A-7) is defined to be the true rate of
change of angular momentum of the collection viewed from the moving axes:

S=7 .

Expansion of this term yields the acceleration side of the well-known
Euler equations of angular motion for a rigid collection (Ref. 31) in
terms of quantities expressed in axes fixed in the collect.'. n. The princi-
pal problem which remains is to expand the external torques for a rigid
collection moving in an essentially inverse-square attracting force field.
The external force due to gravitational attraction on any mass particle in
the collection is simply

F.

where I is the potential function for the force field. The torques due
to forces internal to the collection have already been observed to cancel
in pairs and hence only the external forces are of concern. For an
inverse-square attracting force field,

where the origin of the inertial axes are here assumed to coincide with
the force center and 4e is the product of the universal gravitational
constant and the mass of the primary body. Thus, the gravitational force
on the ith particle is directed along the inertial position vector, ". :
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and hence the vector torque due to gravity about the mass center of the
collection, which is denoted by , is

_N 
r +_ N)

l.XF

or

- r4

Clearly the last term vanishes from the definition of the vector product
and the remaining term on the right of Eq. (A-B) becomes

(A-9)

The summation does not vanish by the center of mase condition, since '
may be interpreted as a weighting factor which, in general, does not permit
cancellation of the torques due to symmetrically placed mass elements.

Now by definition,

=r•+ + zF".Z



and so

rr

If the maximum dimension of the collection i- small compared to r
Z /r is small, and I/qG may be expanded by the binomial theorem as,

I --+ -3 + Z

qis 03 rz I (r) ( JrV
L.=

and hence Eq. (A-9) becomes

Again the first summation vanishes by the center of mass condition,
Eq. (A-3), while terms of order (Z;/r)- may be neglected. For "small"
bodies, then, the torque due to the inverse-square gravitational attrac-
tion is simply

L =- -.- r z -Z

Ir 3  
,~ r

This result has also been recently obtained by Nidey (Ref. 20).

Up to this point, nothing has been said about orientation angle and
hence no small angle restrictions are inherent in this result. The
detaied nature of Eq. (A-10) may be further examined by expanding r

and Z in terms of components in the moving axes. Assume rectangular
axes fixed in the mass center of the body. Then let

'For a collection of maximum extent 102 feet at the Earth's surface, Zi/r 2Io.
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"Rat

so that

and

+~ (r, - z V-~ Xi)(-2

Inserting Eqs. (A-i1) and (A-12) into Eq. (A-10), the gravitational torque
components about the body axes become

L =-3

7i 

z

Expanding L• :

N

:::n r,,,. -,,ý rL Xý,Xl. -a%-,.':,• .;

L. r,~ Xi r.x X r.- X4- r
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Defining the moments and products of inertia in the usual way by

N

S =I

and
N

then the gravitational torque component about the , -body axis is

L ~ ~ ~ Y =71ZrzJ ~r 2 + 13(L (A13

In a similar way the other two gravitational torque components are found
to be

L = -3 3 ••r r3 j÷ - rr

(A-14)

It is generally most convenient to let the body-fixed axes be so chosen
that the products of inertia vanish (i.e., principal axes) in which case
the torques assume the simple matrix form

L 1jj

L_ I r I

Note that there is no torque about any axis of symmetry. The terms ri/y-
are merely the direction cosines between 7 and the instantaneous body
axes, and may be small or large as required. Eq. (A-15) readily reduces
to the results of Roberson (Refs. 9, 10) when the Euler angles used in
that reference are employed.
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APPENDIX B

EXPANSION OF COEFFICIENTS IN EQUATIONS OF ANGULAR MOTION

It is well-known that the unperturbed motion of a particLe in an
inverse-square central force field remains planar and occurs a.long one of
the conic sections with the force center at one focus. The polar form of
the equation may be written as

TD (B-i)
*= - 6 (--)

where r is the distance from the force center to the particle, -? is
the semi-parameter or semi-latus rectum of the path, 6 is t~he eccen-
tricity and v- is the true anomaly. Fig. B-1 should make the geometry
clear.

pARTMt.L.E

Figure B-I

The form of the path depends upon the value of 6 according to the

following table:

161>1• the path is a hyperbola

• = the path is a parabola
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the path is an ellipse

6J =o, the path is a circle .
For the present purpose, only closed paths (hereafter called orbits) are
of interest and so the restriction Ise-i may be imposed.

From the sketch, the semi-major axis (or mean distance) of the ellipse
has length

a

and so it may be seen that

The eccentricity 6 and the mean distance a are usually the fundamental
constants of the orbit. In the present case, however, it is convenient to
rewrite Eq. (B-l) for closed paths as

r + 41(B-2)

Eq. (B-2) completely defines the orbit size and shape.

The velocity vector of the particle is, by definition, always tangent
to the orbit. Defining the angle between the normal to the radius vector
and the velocity vector as r* (see sketch) then

\/ SV in V

and

Ta, (B-3)
ret-

Differentiating Eq. (B-2) with respect to time,,
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or

•:= r•-3 V" (B- 4)
rpC t+6)

and, combining Eqs. (B-3) and (B-4) leads to

Gv

which implies

~(a-.)

(B-5)

C4" + 6C-C....~

and

Making use of the fact that motion in an inverse square force field
conserves angular momentum relative to the inertial coordinate origin,

or,

and so
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V rp •rr _T"

Frcm Eq.. (B-2) and (B-5):

+ i +(B-8)

Again, using Eqs. (B-2) and (B-7)

/ r - ý =tI C (B-9)

Differentiating with respect to time

or,

v-•r I C.-a ••r

The coefficients in the equations of motion developed in the text may
now be exp..nded in terms of I- , the independent variable and r-, and
e * the constants of the orbit. Using the definitions of Op. , • and
p, as given by Eqs. (45) and the definition of P , c• and R as

gLven by Ecs. (48), it is trivial to find

P = P

rpI~r

/P VvvfofW V L""+MV -F 7:ý
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Combining Eqs. (B-8) and (B-10) with Eqs. (B-1) yields the first three
of Eqs. (47) in the text.

The small angles A and V are given respectively by Eqs. (36) and
(37) in the text. These may be rewritten for small values of 6 with the
help of Eq. (B-7) as

-'tp)

and

+ "a ~C, 4 LrP

Introducing Eqs. (B-9)

A n5 fo ~ 2itcoL (R-12)
L~ + r- C-..

and, with the aid of Eqs. (03-5),

G S in -L- I + ( a+ ( B-13)I + G c•-"I L -ýr•, + C= c,,-.•.

As the final development in this Appendix, consider the term
,-c/r0 rlZ. From the definition of p , and Eqs. (B-I) and (B-6)

and hence

V-3 I _+_ _p + C-
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APPENDIX C

EFFECTS OF AERODYNAMIC DRAG AND DAMPING ON THE MOTION OF
NEAR-EARTH SATELLITES

1. Drax Effects

A primary problem in the study of satellite aerodynamics is the effect
of perturbation forces on the size and shape of the orbit. Since atmos-
pheric density is a dominant influence on aerodynamic stabilization, these
changes in satellite altitude (and hence density) are very significant;
consequently, the effect of drag perturbations on orbital eccentricity and
altitude decay must be given initial consideration. The approach to this
problem is to assume, as a first approximation, that only the atmospheric
retardation and 'he attraction of a spherical, homogeneous Earth act on the
satellite. Furthermore, the drag of the satellite is assumed to vary only
with air density and the square of the relative velocity; i. e., the drag
coefficient is constant throughout the orbit.

The perturbations which the drag force produce on the orbit elements
may be determined from the classical method of variation of parameters
(see, for example, Moulton, Ref. 17). Sterne (Ref. 19) has applied this
theory to determine the secular variations of orbit size, shape and spatial
orientation for a satellite with drag moving through a rotating atmosphere.
For the present case a static atmosphere will suffice and Sterne's
equations reduce to

3/Z.

(C-l),1.L -+ E). j E.Cit - FICae,E1'Z. CiE

where a is the mean distance, E the orbital eccentricity, E the
eccentric anomaly and b the ballistic coefficient. The relevant geometry
is shown in Fig. C-1. In order to perform the integration of Eqs. (C-l),
it is necessary to express the density in terms of a , 6 and E . The
exponential representation given in Eq. (52) of the text provides the
required relation. Using the eccentric anomaly in order to rewrite the
equation of motion, there results,

r~ ~-E
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.and so, Eq. (54) of Section 3.2 becomes, w1ithout furLher approximation,

10 (b eX C. F_(C-2)

whe re m ;;, la6 and / is the density at r= a (or E= IW/ ).

Since the present analysis considers only orbits of small eccentricity
(say less than 0.1), Eqs. (C-I) may be simplified with little loss in
accuracy. If terms of order 67 and smaller are neglected, then Eqs. (C-l)
and (C-2) may be written as

X~ CO.O

(c-3)

de~ (ie)% -Zbe (t +6Co)C-E 4E

The changes in a and e may now be found by integrating Eqs. (C-3)
over E , considering the orbit elements appearing on the right-hand sides
as constants. The integrands may be expanded in Fourier series using the
technique discussed at length in Section 3.4. As before, frequent use must
be made of the integral form of the modified Bessel functions. Performing
the integration from E = E. to any E and confining attention to the
secular terms (those terms which are directly proportional to E ), there
is obtained,

C -1 -ý [rc,•])] (F_-E ) +(r-e v

--26aCI-e•,bE I,( w + (C-4)S

Since a satellite's altitude is minimum at perigee, it is usually
more convenient to use the change in perigee radius rather than the change
in semi-major axis. This conversion may be obtained from the geometric
relation r-, aQ- 6) which yields
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By substituting Eqs. (C-4) int.o Eq. (C-5) and neglecting terms of the order

EL e/> and smaller,

The second of Eqs. (C-4) and Eq. (C-6) way be written in terms of the
perigee radius as,

:= - 7A-~y 6 rI.) (E--E.)

(c-7)

e~C -eJ~-z pi~~~rt)-e.(ý)J)(E-E.)

where Q-ze) Ci-e)t and bere (e/X)Tj).) is neglected.

The only remaining proble min using Eqs. (0-7) is the determination of
the modified Bessel functions I1 and I, . Since the argument X is a
function of altitude and since 1. and 1, vary essentially exponentially
with ) , the megnitude of Ce -C-,) and (r, - rp,) are highly sensitive
to the selection of a reference altitude. Part of the problem may be
alleviated by noting that the average density over w complete revolutions
is

or

Now if the average density is amsumed, as a first approximation, to be the
arithmetic mean of the perigee mnd apogee densitiei, then

+ " (c-e)
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The advantage of Eq. (C-8) is that I.(') may be computed without know-
ledge of an effective X and since 1, is a known function of I.o ,
Eqs. (C-7) may be solved (for a given ballistic coefficient) in terms of
initial orbit geometry and densities. It should be noted that for eccen-
tric orbits, the density at the average altitude, Pb , is always less
than the arithmetic average density, i.e., I,(>,)>1.0. For initially
circular orbits, tL.Co)= 1.0 and LCO) = 0 which leads to considerable
simplification of the first of Eqs. (C-7) along with the deletion of the
second of Eqs. (C-7).

Tnis brief treatment of drag effects on satellite orbit decay shows
that variations in the ballistic coefficient may alter the results consid-
erably, since the decay of both altitude and eccentricity are directly
proportional to this quantity. The problem in estimating 6 is not neces-
sarily attributed to the drag coefficient alone, but to the effective drag
area, & , upon which CD is based. Calculations readily show that the
lifetime of a high fineness ratio satellite is appreciably reduced if it
tumbles rather than remaining in a streamlined, stabilized condition.

2. Effects of Damning in Pitch

In estimating the effects of pitch damping on the satellite's oscil-
latory motion, it is convenient to examine the time to damp an initial
oscillation to one-half its initial amplitude. From Eqs. (62) this decay
is simply expressed as

e (C-9)

where U-9/ denotes the value of the true anomaly for which the oscilla-
tion amplitude has been halved and where

(C-10)

P~er fVV j

Substituting the first of Eqs. (C-10) and taking logarithms of both sides,

I EI + IG III I I I-.4 i sn+ =0(9 , • 11)



This integration may be performed by following the procedure outlined in
the preceding section. The result is

where ( -v,. - u) is proportional to the number of revolutions required
to damp to one-half the initial amplitude. Initial values are assigned to
6, )• and • as approximations since orbital decay affects these

parameters between the limits of integration.

In order for the damping parameter to have a significant influence on
the decay of the angular motions, the time to damp to half amplitude must
be considerably less than the time required for drag to produce a signifi-
cant change in the orbit elements themselves. A relative measure of these
two times may be found in the ratio of (--vLr-,) from Eq. (C-12) and
the (E' - eo) required for a change (-,rpo) from Eq. (C-7). That is,

--U = (c-13)

N~

where N6- is the number of revolutions taken in descending &r-p feet
(a positive increment), and where, to terms of order E , the density at
r = a, Pb1, is interchangeable with the density at the semi-latus

rectum, ,t With the definition of the ballistic coefficient and the
second of Eqs. (C-10), Eq. (C-13) becomes

6 ~ r- r 1 ~)

or, conservatively, for small eccentricities,

f r p/ N s ý/ = I L_=_ - S d ( C -l1 4 )

1 106 is used with the eccentric anomaly, E ,whilp R is used with the
trie anomaly, -v- . After the respective integrations and after small terms

are dropped, (t equal to is found to be consistent with the approxi-
mations.
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Figure C-I.

Fig. C-2 shows the results of Eq. (C-14) (see Ref. 1), as a function
of the center of mass position of three elementary satellite shapes. Since

,-r / r-p is at most of the order 10-1, it. follows that the parameter
Are !4../ r. war must be significantly less than 10-1 in order for

the time to damp to half-amplitude to become a small fraction of the decay
time. As seen from Fig. C-2, the most forward locations of the vehicle
mass center produce damping times only slightly less than the decay time,
hence it must be concluded that the aerodynamic damping has little effect
on the angular oscillation over the time period that the orbit elements
may be regarded as constants.
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